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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1. Introduction at Software Engineering
Before explaining the context of the thesis, there is needed an introduction to the world where the 
thesis frames. With this aim, firstly we will provide
Software Engineering and later, to the
In few words, Software Engineering is 
and quantifiable for the development, operati
essentially, improve the quality of the software products and try to increase the labor productivity. 
Also, Software Engineering tries to facilitate the control of the software development processes and 
define a discipline to ensure the production. For 
the definition of several qualities, developed below.
1.1. Software Nature and Qualities
Out of technical concepts, Software Engineering (
for accomplishing with a functional aim to satisfy re
between the concepts or internal qualities versus external qualities, depending if these qualities 
concern the developers or concern the qualities that the users perceive and
between categories product ve
products and processes. One concept that is important to take care about and
showed during all the Master T
product. Consequently, Software Engineering pays attention on both categories.
Software Engineering bases their specification of the software quality on the called ‘Limit of 
Correctness’ based on the concept 
process is carried out, there is not a medium size. It exist a degree of correction but on the 
evaluations, the process quality needs to be answered by a totally correct implementation or n
The concepts that Software Engineering Institute (SEI Webpage, 2011) identifies as more important 
for measure the quality are listed and explained following:
- Reliability: Is the mathematical probability of absence of failures during a period of time.
the specifications are correct, the correct software will be reliable.
- Robustness: This specification is based in the 
unforeseen circumstances.
- The intelligent use of the resources: One of the ideas of the Softwar
is to not waste the resources, use them as much as possible in an intelligent way. 
- Friendliness: This concept is based about the topic that if the program that is used on the 
company is easy to use and also, easy to understand.
- Verifiability: For knowing if an implemented program is working correctly, it needs to be 
easy to verify it. The present attribute pays attention on this topic.
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quirements. With this objective
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- Maintenance: Out from the easy verification of the Software, this needs to be also easy to 
maintain. This point is really important because normally, the maintenance cost around the 
60 per cent of the total cost of implement a Software program.
- Reusability: Nowadays is important for the companies to not change often of programs. For 
this reason, the Software companies try to improve their standard programs with new 
versions based on the idea of this concept about trying to use existent products to develop 
new ones. 
- Portability and Interoperability: Connecting with the previous idea, out for not changing 
program, the companies will want the Software programs can execute in different platforms 
and also those they have the ability to coexist with other operability systems.
- Punctuality: This concept is based on the product in time, without delays. The aim of 
Software Engineering programs is that help to improve the processes of a company and one 
of the most common objectives is to not have delays on the product delivery.
- Productivity: Also connecting with the previous concept, not only the company wants to not
have delays but also that the software will be efficient.
- Visibility: The last one of the concepts that SEI identifies as important for measure the 
quality of their Software programs is that everything will be properly documented.
All these previous concepts will appear on the Software Program and process that are studied on the 
present thesis. The implementation of both systems that we will try to match will not be completed 
if all of the concepts developed above are not satisfied.
Out of these concepts, that assures the quality, Software Engineering applies several concepts that 
are needed for the correct implementation of their programs. This idea will be explai
the next section. 
1.2. Software Engineering Principles
For coming up with any process
66; Sommerville,2006, pp. 9-22) says that there are seven key principles to apply to processes and 
also, to the product. These principles are the base for implementing the tools and conseq
carry out with the process.  
 
 
 
 
 
Following, these key principles are the 
- Rigor and formality: Both categories have to be a systematical practice. It is really important 
that the process will be controlled by software and e
 
Figure 1.1. Pyramid of Software Engineering
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Informal
Requirements
- Separation between worries: For carrying out with the process, the efforts done in every 
problem needs to be separated, work in parallel designing the correspondent 
responsibilities. 
- Modularity: Following the previous concept
harder if it is considered as a general. Software Engineering Institute recommends trying to 
divide the system in modules assigning roles and responsibilities in every one of it.
- Abstraction: This concept focu
ignoring the details. Try to know which is the concrete problem and later, all the 
consequences will be developed.
- Anticipation to the change: For coming up with the process and the products that wil
used, the company needs also to anticipate the changes that will arrive in the future.
- Generality: This concept studies the fact about discover if the solution of a problem is part of 
the general procedure or will be in a specific section. This not me
needs to focus in that concrete section because also having the root of a problem in one 
concrete section; this problem can affect other ones.
- Incrementality:  The last one of the principles of Software Engineering focuses on the topic
of the increase the process. Not implement everything in one moment but doing step by 
step assuring that every one of these steps are correctly implemented.
As we will see later, all these processes are the ones that will be the basis for the studied prog
and also, the basis for the verification and the assessment of the models. 
1.3. Software Engineering Verification
All the previous concepts need to be verified for knowing if they are correctly implemented. This 
concept bases on the analysis of the produc
tests divide in two big groups depending if the p
box and white box (Thayer and Sommerville, 2002, pp. 35
- Black Box: The criterion 
verification supposes to verify the total of the process like a closed box knowing if there are 
accomplishing the requirements in the beginning and in the end of the implementation. The 
following image extracted from 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Concept of Black Box Verification
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This idea has problems because analyzes the process as a unique group. 
mainly the next ones: firstly is 
the development and the second one is that the interaction between the company and the 
customer occurs only in the beginning and in the end of th
itself.  
- White Box: In contradiction from the previous, the 
code of the mode. It divides the process into modules 
others. This concept is also showed on the next picture extracted from
 
Figure 1.
This kind of criterion reduces the risks by means of improvements of the visibility and allows 
the modification of the project since these advances but on the other hand, is more complex 
than the verification by Black Box because needs to focus in everyone of the different 
models. 
The White Box criterion and how it integrates activities, is the bases of the kind of models studied 
and developed on the present Master Thesis. On ‘Chapter 3. CMMI Descr
concept of the integration of activities in a concrete process improvement model.  
And, as a last step to this short introduction to the Software Engineering
management of the processes. As it is said
defined, the implementation of a Software Engineering program will not evolve. 
1.4. Management of Software Engineering
As stated in the beginning, Software Engineering is an intellectual activity th
the people because it has a big variability in the productivity of the engineers and need predictive 
methods to estimate the complexity of the developed software, especially in the thematic of the 
costs. 
According with (Ghezzi et al., 2003, pp. 457
visible head. The aim of the form of work is to centralize the control of development 
 
 
 
Informal
Requirements
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the idea that the requirements need to be comprised before 
e project, not during the project 
‘White box’ criterion bases in the internal 
that are able to interact between 
 (Ghezzi et al
3. Concept of White Box Verification 
iption’, we will develop the 
, we will introduce to the 
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-500), this work needs several teams coordinated by a 
Product 
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assignation of the adequate roles for make as easy as possible the process controlling ever
area and also, in this way, it makes easily to understand the solutions by the users. A common 
diagram that shows this way of work is attached on the following figure 1.
Figure 1.
Advancing concepts, this diagram
organizations in two different types: mature and immature. If an organization is implementing the 
concept of teams for the different jobs is the first step for considered a mature o
will center more in-depth in the quality of the products.
2. Introduction to Process Improvement
Software process improvement has become essential for satisfying the needs of customers and the 
requirements of markets regarding the quality 
about improvement for assuring every new change that the pass of the time will provide. For this 
reason, there is needed a defined sequence of stages to perform for obtain improvement.
Process Improvement is a cyclic activity characterized by the following stages: plan, do, check and 
act. The reason why this concept is considered a cycle is developed below.
 
 
 
 
Librarian
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4: 
4. Responsibilities of common Software Engineering 
 is the base of the CMMI model because differences the 
 
 
of software products. All processes need
 
Figure1.5. Process Improvement Cycle 
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These four stages developed consist about the following:
- Plan (change’s implementation): this stage is characterized 
problem or opportunity for improvement, assembling a team and finally
implementation plan. 
- Do (making the change, pilot or small scale changes first): 
test, documenting procedures and observations and gathering data to track progress.
- Check (studying the results): this stage determines whether the improvement is made, 
based on an analysis of data and goal comparison, an
the determination of improvement’s occurrence. If results are not as expected, the Act stage 
can be skipped to return to the Plan stage.
- Act (adoption or abandon the change): this stage consists of deciding what changes
made permanent, identifying the support structures to complete the change, implementing 
the change and developing a strategy for maintaining the improvement. If the change is not 
adopted, this stage returns to the 
Every one of the previous stages needs a big amount of time to perform it and for analyze the 
change effects. Consequently, process improvement is a long
the organization (Bolognino, 2011).
But the problem of process improvement is t
talking about Software processes problems. These problems are related normally on the way that 
organization makes the data collection. Out from the different ways for collecting it, the tools 
required to collect these data requires also a full
process (Sillitti et al., 2004). The normal ways for collect data on improvement processes in general 
and in the studied model in particular and, also, which 
developed on ‘Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment’. 
Anyway, the final goal of the system administrator and the organization in general is to understand 
the causes of every problem and repair costs of faults having in mind
will need to reduce their occurrence and probability. This is how an organization improves but
the same time that the organization evolves, their environment evol
system. On the other hand, durin
own evolution. The most common evolution that the general environment has is the evolution of 
the programming languages, the evolution of development tools and their extensions and the 
metrics collection tools (Hochstein et al., 2008
will be studied in-depth in the present master thesis before try to match it with the studied model 
for evolves software processes, CMMI and his assessment
Concluding, the idea of this section is that if a company wants to continue being competitive, they 
need to adapt to the environmental changes and solve their problems improving and evolving 
constantly. 
3. Summary of the Chapter
On the present ‘Chapter 1. Introduction to the Research’, we explained in few pages, what the world 
of the Software Engineering is and, the concept of the improvement of the processes.
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Summarizing, on the section ‘1. Introduction to Software Engineering’, we saw that Software 
Engineering is the world related on how the organization applies their operations related on the 
development, operation and maintenance of software. On ‘section 1’, we develop the principles that 
this world has and, also, the different ways for verify it. 
Maser Thesis because, on the present chapter, we developed the general area where both, Process 
Mining and the Software maturity models and their assessment, remains.
On the other hand, on section ‘2. Introduction to Pr
introduce the process improvement and why the organization needs to improve them. This concept 
is related with the area of the Thesis because, when an organization decides to implement a 
maturity level like CMMI, is because they want to improve them. And, for show that they are 
improving, the organization needs to evaluate or assess them.
Once introduced the concepts where the present Master Thesis remains, explain which the function 
of the Software Engineering is and, also knowing a bit about the reasons for improving processes in a 
company, the research done in the Thesis can be presented.
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Chapter 2. Research Definition
1. Context of the Project
Previously, on ‘Chapter 1. Introduction to the Research’, we 
settle. In this section the previous steps will be addressed towards the objective of the thesis that 
will be also developed. 
Nowadays, all the companies need to improve if they want to continue being competitive. For this
reason, it exist several models that help the companies to improve, showing several steps that they 
need to accomplish for come up with the objective of evolve themselves. Exam
models are, for example, the ISO rules, the Six Sigma mode
Integration (CMMI), among others.
The last one of these models, CMMI, will be the one that the present thesis will focus the attention. 
This model divides the improvement of every company in five differe
developed in chapter ‘Chapter 4. CMMI Description’
improvement of the processes for the development of the company and the operation related with 
the software systems will evolve. For continuing evolvin
when they think that are ready. If
revise the processes involved and pass again for the assessment.
Nowadays, this assessment is done by the Softw
creator of the CMMI Model with the help of a program called SCAMPI, the initials of ‘Standard CMMI 
Appraisal Method for Process Improvement. This kind of evaluations identifies the strengths and the 
weaknesses of the processes of the company and provides a qualification for the maturity level that 
the company is implementing. 
On the other hand, Process Mining is a process management technique that allows the analysis of 
the processes of the company by using 
from the registers and uses information for discover how the organizations are really working, how 
they are controlling data and which is exactly the social structure of the company.
2. Objective and Research Questions
Software process improvement has become essential for satisfying the needs of customers and also, 
the requirements of the markets that, day by day, demands more level of quality on the software 
products. 
For improve software processes
models that companies needs to follow for arriving to their objectives of improvement. One of these 
models is Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) that, by their key process areas ins
different levels of maturity, helps the companies to improve.
For assess these key process areas in a quantitative way, data is collected from that process, 
preferably by using existing software engineering tools and 
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nt levels, which w
, and accomplishing with every one of them, the 
g, the companies’ needs to assess every level 
 they don’t pass the corresponding evaluation, they will need to 
 
are Engineering Institute (SEI) which is also the 
the registers of the events. With this aim, extract knowledge 
 
 in a systematic and structured way, there are developed several 
 
is evaluated by an standard pr
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On the other hand, previous research found that a particular configuration management can collect 
data from software processes. This concept is called Process Mining.
The objective of this Master Thesis is to investigate literature on tool support
areas to find if it is possible the usage of the tool Process Mining for improve the assessment of 
these key process areas and, for extension,
3. Structure of the Project
For coming up with the previous objective, the present Master Thesis will advance by following the 
next contents in the order that will appear in the following description.
First of all, in ‘Chapter3.Process Mining and Analysis’ we
Process Mining. We will analyze the perspectives that this tool considers and how it works for obtain 
the knowledge from the registers. We will discover also which the possible questions that can be 
answered by using it are. 
The following step will be the study of t
thesis: the CMMI Model. On ‘Chapter 4.CMMI Description
the differenced maturity models, which is the aim of every one of
process areas that the companies needs to accomplish for coming up 
Once developed what is exactly CMMI Model and which is his function, on ‘Chapter 5.CMMI 
Assessment’ we will pay attention on the ways of data collection o
standard that Software Engineering Institute provides works. We will analyze which the problems of 
implanting this assessment are and
When all the previous concepts will be de
supporting CMMI Assessment’, we will describe the methodology
possible the usage of Process Mining for improve the weaknesses founded on the standard 
procedure for assess the implementation of the CMMI Model. The matches and mismatches 
between both concepts will be also showed on
On the other hand, on ‘Chapter 7.
concrete Process Areas’, we will develop in detail 
accomplish for coming up with the
methodology described on the previous Chapter
we will try to find weak points of those CMMI key process areas where the tool of Process Mining 
can be implemented with the aim of improve the process area in particular and, consequently, the 
CMMI Model in general. 
Finally, on ‘Chapter 8.Conclusions’ we will develop the conclusions extracted from the analysis and 
we will discuss if the implementation
Assessment is possible and, if it’s possible,
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 of CMMIs key process 
 the assessment of the model in general.
 
 
 will study literature about the tool of 
he other concept that we are considering on the present 
’, we will describe it, paying attention to 
 them and
properly with this model. 
n CMMI Assessmen
, also, we will find the strengths and weaknesses of this standard.
veloped, on ‘Chapter 6.Tools of Process Mining for 
 followed for trying to find if it is 
 the present Chapter. 
Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment of 
two process areas that every company needs to 
 maturity levels of CMMI and, with the application of the 
 with several modification for the concrete cases
 of Process Mining for improving CMMI Model and CMMI 
 in which points this application is recommended. 
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Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis
1. Introduction to Software 
Mining 
On ‘Chapter1.Introduction to the Research’,
the reason why the companies have to improve
coming up with it. As we said also on that chapter, there is needed a collection of development tools 
with their correspondents extensions and metric collection tools. This concept is named Software 
Configuration Management and one of those metric tools is the Software Process 
As it is said, Software Configuration Management is the task of tracking and controlling changes in 
the software including revision control and the establishment of baselines. In few words, this 
concept concerns itself the question: ‘Somebody did s
(Cynosure Software Solutions, 2010
But for coming up with Software Configuration Management, is necessary the usage of tools. One of 
those tools will be the one that we will develop in
Process Mining. 
On the tool of Software Process Mining, data from software development organization is logged into 
Event Logs and it is analyzed with the aim of extracting knowledge to discover process, how to 
control these data and which are the organizational and the social structures. 
is to understand what is really going on into a process (Ramesh, 2005).
In fact, Process Mining is not a tool for designing p
description of the current situation of the software process, understanding them and 
which can be the realistic and detailed
actual and official process model.
2. Usage of Event Logs on Software Process Mining
The way of how Process Mining collects data is by catching 
of the concept Event Log is to perform steps during the operational process that are mode
process models and that refers to specific moments in the process.
Event Log is structured in the following way: each record of the log refers to a document and 
document status, each record refers to a person and each record has its own timestamps
al., 2005). 
Event Log serves as a basis for process analysis
differences and analyzed to check whether company policy was followed.
Log is on the next Figure 3.1, ext
case id
case 1
case 2
case 3
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Configuration Management and Process 
 we described the concept of the process improvement, 
 and which is the cycle that they have to do for 
omething, how can one reproduce it?
). 
-depth on the present Master Thes
Process Mining’s goal 
 
rocesses but it provides a correct and realistic 
 improvements that can be planned and executed on the
 
 
it into the form of an Event Log. The idea 
  
 because it can be compared against models to find 
 One easy and typical Event 
racted from (Samalikova et al., 2011). 
 activity event type 
 activity A start 
 activity A start 
 activity A start 
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case id
case 3
case 1
case 1
case 2
case 4
case 2
case 2
case 5
case 4
case 1
case 3
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 5
case 5
case 4
As a conclusion, Event Log is the basic tool for Process Mining being the base for extracting the 
process model and will be used for perform the different analysis that will be developed following.
3. Process Mining Diagnostics
An Event Log contains information about the activities that are performed in a real
during the Process Mining analysis, will be used fr
structure and the involved knowledge. 
But, Process Mining analysis is not the direct application of an event log 
solutions. (Bozkaya et al., 2009) described a general methodology b
preparation, Log inspection and finally, the own Process Mining analysis from four different 
perspectives. These steps and the commented perspectives are explained below.
3.1. Log Preparation 
Every system of an organization provides inf
standard for applying Process Mining. Log preparation transforms data recorded by a tool 
supporting a business process to an event log that has to meet several requirements to be useful. 
(Samalikova et al., 2011) notes
Diagnostics are: that each audit trail entry should be an event that happened at a given point in time
referring to only one activity and that each audit trail entry should r
instance, also called ‘case’ ordered for example, in timestamps
3.2. Log Inspection 
On the second of the phases of the Process Mining Diagnostics, statistics about the log are gathered 
and give insights in the size of the process. Ba
the appropriate mining algorithms can be chosen for example extracting the main behaviour from 
the event logs.  
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 activity event type 
 activity B start 
 activity B start 
 activity C start 
 activity C start 
 activity A start 
 activity B start 
 activity D start 
 activity A start 
 activity C start 
 activity D start 
 activity C start 
 activity D start 
 activity B start 
 activity E start 
 activity E complete 
 activity D start 
 activity D start 
Figure 3.1. Example of Event Log 
 
om different viewpoint for discovering the process 
 
for obtaining immediate
ased on three steps: Log 
ormation in its own way and it’s necessary to define a 
 that several requirements needed on this step of Process Mining 
efer to a specific process 
. 
sed on this process, size of the process is assessed and 
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3.3. Process Mining Analysis
The final step of the Process Mining Diagnostics is also the ow
on the extraction of the process model from the event log and performs some analysis on it. This 
model has four different perspectives where the user can focus depending on his objectives. These 
four perspectives are: Control
perspective and Case perspective
The usage of every one of those perspectives, the kind of data that they need and the ques
can be answered by using it will be developed below by following the concepts demonstrated in 
(Bolognino, 2011; Samalikova et al., 2
4. Process Mining Perspectives
For coming up with the analysis of Process Mining, it is possible to highlight different aspects of the 
process, everything depending on where the company wants to focus. These aspects are called 
perspectives and they try to concern the questions related with the ‘How’, ‘What’ and 
process (Bolognino, 2011). These perspectives are: Control
perspective, Organizational perspective and Case 
Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment’ a
CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas’
these perspectives trying to find matches between 
Assessment. 
The four different perspectives of 
4.1. Control-Flow Perspective
The first one of the perspectives of Process Mining that we will study shows how 
looks like in order to find the real sequence of tasks performed on cases, 
official process and business rules defined by the company and the actual process and the data 
dependencies that affect the routing of a case.
But to extract the actual process model that has various control
the next requirement: it has to contain ordered sequences of events where each event refers to a 
case and each case refers to an activity.
This present perspective has three steps that focus on it, Process Model discovery, Conformance 
checking and LTL checking and, 
this perspective will be collected in a heuristic way, on a genetic way or in a fuzzy mining way. Using 
the first one of the ways, the data is collected based on the frequencies, gene
based on the evolutions of the system and finally, collecting data by fuzzy mining, 
collected without a clear structure. 
Below, these sub - phases of Control 
4.1.1. Process Model Discovery
During this sub-phase, the model of the process extracted from software data is constructed. For 
coming up with it, different type of mining for applying the robustness or the noise of the process 
can be applied.  
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n application of this model. It consists 
-Flow perspective, Performance perspective, Organizational 
. These perspectives, at the same time, has relative sub
010; Samalikova et al., 2011; Van Der Aalst et al., 2005).
 
-Flow perspective, Performance 
perspective. On ‘Chapter 6
nd ‘Chapter 7. Tools of Process Mining for supporting 
, we will compare the models developed there with 
them and the CMMI Model and CMMI 
Process Mining are developed below. 
 
the difference betwe
 
-flows, the event log has to satisfy 
 
depending on the step that the organization wants to focus, data on 
tic mining collects data 
 
- Flow perspective will be developed. 
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For this sub-phase, event log ne
to a case and a task like is it shown on the Figure 3.2.
case id
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 3
case 1
case 1
case 2
case 4
case 2
case 2
case 5
case 4
case 1
case 3
case 3
case 4
case 5
case 5
case 5
case 4
Figure 3.2. Event Log used on Control 
According to Samalikova et al. (2011), the usage of 
- Which is the real process that is really followed on the organization?
- How the process really looks like?
- How many cases are following a certain path?
4.1.2. Conformance Checking
In this sub - phase, the concept that
model and discover his behavior for conforming the process model. 
On this sub-phase of the perspective, event log contains the sequences of events referring each one 
to a case and to a task or an activity. The form of the typical event log for coming up with this sub
phase of Control-Flow perspective is the same that Process model discovery needs and is it showed 
on Figure 3.2. 
According to Samalikova et al. (2011), the usage of this 
- Is the organization following the defined model?
- How much is deviating the real process from the defined one?
- Is the process skipping any tasks during the process execution?
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eds to contain the sequences ordered by event referring each event 
 
 activity event type 
 activity A start 
 activity A start 
 activity A start 
 activity B start 
 activity B start 
 activity C start 
 activity C start 
 activity A start 
 activity B start 
 activity D start 
 activity A start 
 activity C start 
 activity D start 
 activity C start 
 activity D start 
 activity B start 
 activity E start 
 activity E complete 
 activity D start 
 activity D start 
- Flow perspective 
this sub-phase helps to answer questions like:
 
 
 
 
 is developed is if it is possible to replay a log in the process 
 
sub-phase helps to answer questions like:
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4.1.3. LTL Checking 
The last one of the sub-phases of the Control 
checking and it is used in the case where is not a complete process model but just a set of 
constraints. For instance, there is needed to formulate the properties that the organization 
for the event log including how they want to order the sequences of events.
According to Samalikova et al. (2011), the usage of this sub
- Was task A executed by person P at the correct moment of time?
- Were tasks B, C and D executed by the same of by different people?
- Are the tasks following the expected order?
4.2. Performance Perspective
The second perspective that Process Mining Analysis contemplates, 
focuses the analysis on the performance of 
limited capacity resources like the bottlenecks or the throughput time of the processes. 
This perspective has two different sub
resources and the other one for
are focused on the weaknesses of the process and consequently, will be a useful perspective to take 
into account when the organization will want to know whic
itself are.  
Extracted from Samalikova et al. (2011), an example of the typical event log that this perspective 
uses is included following. 
case id activity
case 1 activity A
case 2 activity A
case 1 activity A
case 3 activity A
case 3 activity B
case 1 activity B
case 2 activity A
case 3 activity A
case 1 activity C
case 2 activity C
case 3 activity B
case 4 activity A
case 2 activity C
case 1 activity C
case 2 activity B
case 2 activity D
case 5 activity A
case 4 activity C
case 2 activity B
case 1 activity D
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-phase helps to answer questions like:
 
 
 
 
Performance Perspective 
the process, calculating the timeliness of cases and the 
-phases that are applied one for the calculation of the limited 
 the fact if the process or part of it is following a pattern or not. Both 
h the problems or defects of the process 
 event type time stamp 
 start 9-3-2004:15.01 
 start 9-3-2004:15.12 
 complete 9-3-2004:15.13 
 start 9-3-2004:16.03 
 start 9-3-2004:16.07 
 start 9-3-2004:18.25 
 complete 9-3-2004:18.30 
 complete 9-3-2004:18.33 
 start 10-3-2004:9.23 
 start 10-3-2004:10.34 
 complete 10-3-2004:10.34 
 start 10-3-2004:10.35 
 complete 10-3-2004:10.36 
 complete 10-3-2004:11.23 
 start 10-3-2004:12.34 
 start 10-3-2004:12.50 
 start 10-3-2004:13.05 
 start 11-3-2004:10.12 
 complete 11-3-2004:10.13 
 start 11-3-2004:10.14 
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case 3 activity C
case 3 activity D
case 2 activity D
case 4 activity B
case 5 activity E
case 5 activity E
case 5 activity D
case 4 activity D
Figure 3.3. Event Log used on Performance Perspective
 Both sub -phases commented above are named and developed following.
4.2.1. Throughput time calculation and Bottleneck analysis
This sub - phase consists in the calculation of timeliness of cases and reveals the bottlenecks in a 
process by calculating waiting and
timestamp of the end event is well recorded.
For coming up with this sub - phase Is necessary that the event log contains the ordered sequences 
of events referring each one to a case and an act
also needed the timestamps with the day and the hour of the start and the end event of the tasks. In 
this way, the timeliness of cases in the process can be calculated. 
According to Samalikova et al. (2
puts name on the present sub - phase. These questions are:
- What is the throughput time of the process?
- Where are the bottlenecks of the process?
4.2.2. Performance Sequence Analysis
This part of Performance perspective wants to determine which sequence patterns are common and 
which patterns are less frequent. For this reason, the data requirements that the event log need to 
perform are the same used for the Throughput time calculation and Bottlen
According to Samalikova et al. (2011), the usage of this sub
- What is the most common execution pattern and if there is 
one? 
- Which pattern has the longest throughput time an
4.3. Organizational Perspective
The third perspective of the Process Mining analysis focuses on the originator field, which 
performers are involved and how are they related. The goal is to show and understand which the 
structure of the organization is by classifying people in terms of roles and organizational units and to 
show relation between individual performers. This perspective is focused on answer ‘Who?’ is 
realizing every process. 
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 start 11-3-2004:10.44 
 start 11-3-2004:11.03 
 complete 11-3-2004:11.04 
 start 11-3-2004:11.18 
 start 11-3-2004:12.22 
 complete 11-3-2004:13.17 
 start 11-3-2004:14.34 
 start 11-3-2004:15.56 
 
 
 
 execution times and the throughput time of the process if the 
 
ivity but also, as one can see in the Figure 3.3, is 
 
011), the usage of this sub-phase helps to answer the questions that 
 
 
 
 
eck analysis.
-phase helps to answer questions like:
a pattern, is this the expected 
d is also this pattern expected?
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Organizational perspective only has the ai
involved personal are and, for this reason, only has one sub 
objective, the called Social Network analysis
4.3.1. Social Network analysis
As the own name says, the sub 
finding how is working the social network of the organization, who is working together, who has 
similar tasks or if there is any transfer of work be
scientific way, task originators. 
Although focusing in similar concepts than Conformance checking and LTL checking of the Control 
Flow perspective, social network analysis
concretely are the task originators and which are the relations between them and
analysis of Control-Flow perspective if,
The information of who are concretely 
perspective but is useful if the organization can provide it.
Consequently, the data requirements that event log needs for coming up with this analysis is, out 
from the ordered sequences that are ref
the task, the task originator. This concept is showed on the Figure 3.5 that shows an example of an 
event log used for the Social Network Analysis
case id 
case 1 
case 2 
case 3 
case 3 
case 1 
case 1 
case 2 
case 4 
case 2 
case 2 
case 5 
case 4 
case 1 
case 3 
case 3 
case 4 
case 5 
case 5 
case 5 
case 4 
Figure 3.4. Event Log used on Organizational perspective
As it is appreciated above, the questions that can be answered by implementing this kind of 
perspective are the following ones:
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m of identify which the roles and the responsibilities of the 
- phase that strictly dedicates to this 
. This analysis is developed below. 
 
- phase of the Organizational perspective bases their analysis on 
tween the employees, also called in a more 
 has a more specific objective, focusing
 in general, a task is skipped or if is following the correct path. 
the task originators is not needed on the Control 
 
erring to an event or a case, the person that is performing 
 
activity event type originator 
activity A start John 
activity A start John 
activity A start Sue 
activity B start Carol 
activity B start Mike 
activity C start John 
activity C start Mike 
activity A start Sue 
activity B start John 
activity D start Pete 
activity A start Sue 
activity C start Carol 
activity D start Pete 
activity C start Sue 
activity D start Pete 
activity B start Sue 
activity E start Clare 
activity E complete Clare 
activity D start Clare 
activity D start Pete 
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- Which task originators are working together?
- Which of them have similar tasks?
- Is there any transfer of work between the task originators?
4.4. Case perspective
The last perspective that Process Mining analysis has is Case perspective. This per
the analysis of the process based on the properties of cases discovering the data dependencies that 
affect the routing of a case. This concept wants to answer ´What?´ is happening with the data and 
how affects to the process itself. Sim
one sub-phase that is the attendant to provide this information. This sub
mining or, the name that we will use,
4.4.1. Decision analysis
Completing the above, Decision analysis has the aim of analyze how data attributes influence the 
choices made in the process using the base on the past process executions. With this objective, the 
organization can see how data influences the routine of the process.
For implant the present perspective, event log needs to contain also the events that refer to a case 
and a task, and all the attributes that can be modified by the tasks to implement. In this way, the 
organization can see how this information is changing. One exam
perspective is attached following in Figure 3.5.
case id activity 
case 1 activity A 
case 2 activity A 
case 3 activity A 
case 3 activity B 
case 1 activity B 
case 1 activity C 
case 2 activity C 
case 4 activity A 
case 2 activity B 
case 2 activity D 
case 5 activity A 
case 4 activity C 
case 1 activity D 
case 3 activity C 
case 3 activity D 
case 4 activity B 
case 5 activity E 
case 5 activity E 
case 5 activity D 
case 4 activity D 
Figure 3.5. Event Log used on Case perspective
According to Samalikova et al. (2011) and to the concepts related above, the usage of this sub
helps to answer questions like: 
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ilar as Organizational perspective, Case perspective has only a 
-phase is called decision 
 Decision analysis. 
 
 
ple of event log used on this 
 
event type originator priority 
start John medium 
start John low 
start Sue low 
start Carol low 
start Mike medium 
start John medium 
start Mike low 
start Sue low 
start John low 
start Pete low 
start Sue low 
start Carol low 
start Pete medium 
start Sue low 
start Pete low 
start Sue low 
start Clare low 
complete Clare high 
start Clare high 
start Pete low 
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- How data attributes influence the choices made in the process? 
- What type of cases follows a particular process path and is this the expected one?
5. Summary of the Chapter
On the present ‘Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis’, we studied and developed one 
actors that affects the present Master Thesis, the tool of Software Process Mining.
In few words, Process Mining is a tool that provides a realistic description of the situation of the 
software processes and can be used for discover where the w
Based on this concept, on the present chapter, we introduced the reader to the main concept of 
Process Mining. On the section ‘2. Usage of Event Logs On Software Process Mining’, we developed 
the principal tool for coming up with the Process Mining, the Ev
Process Mining Diagnostics’, we explained which the steps for implement Process Mining are and, 
finally, on section ‘4. Process Mining Perspectives’, we elaborate 
we will use later on the Master Thesis, the perspectives where Process Mining focuses and what can 
the users do by using these perspectives.
Once developed the concepts of CMMI and CMMI Assessments, which will be developed on the next 
chapters, on ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process Mini
Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment of concrete Process Areas’, we will try to 
find matches between the weak points of CMMI Assessment and these perspectives of Process 
Mining for discovering, consequently, if one can use Process Mining for improve the CMMI 
Assessments. Discover if there is an matches is the aim of the present Master Thesis.
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Chapter 4. CMMI Description
1. Introduction to CMMI Model and Problems
The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is the most recent successful model for improving 
and appraising the performance of development organizations. It is a powerful tool to guide process 
improvement initiatives, for software development and many related fields such as systems 
engineering, product acquisition, team management, research and development (Boras et al., 2009). 
Recently, CMMI is recognized as the most economic and powerful software process impro
methodology (SEI Webpage, 2011) p
the software development processes toward agility.
The way to use CMMI Model follows an easy perspective. The organization will improve them by 
passing through five different levels. Every level has different steps that they will need to accomplish 
for assuring the present level. When they think that are ready for grow to the following level, the 
Software Engineering Institute will evaluate them and if there
will grow to the next level. 
By default, every early organization is at maturity level 1. To reach level 2, they should satisfy the 
goals of seven process areas - such as Requirements Management and Project Planning.
the level 3, an organization should perform all the process areas of the level 2 plus the process areas 
defined for the level 3. Analogically, maturity levels 4 and 5 require the implementation of new 
process areas as well as those of the lower
and the corresponding process areas will be developed below.
But this concept is not as easy as it seems because several times, the organization don’t know 
exactly where they are or they think t
correctly. How this model helps to solve these questions and also, how the assessment measures it, 
will be developed in the present thesis.
First of all, in this present Chapter, we will introduc
Model, the process areas inside every level that every company needs to rise and how the company 
can come up with them. This process areas will not be developed deeply because 
of the present Master Thesis but, for knowing that Process Mining can be a helpful tool for improve 
the way for asses every single process area, on ‘Cha
CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas’
and ‘Organizational Process Focus’
will try to find connections with the tool Process Mining
Mining and Analysis’. 
But before, as it is said, in this present Chapter, all the maturity levels will be explained.
2. CMMI Maturity Levels
CMMI is divided in five different levels that will need to arise in order for obtain the success. 
Although is useful that the companies starts with
earlier and chaotic companies, on the following sections, all the maturity levels will be named and 
developed. 
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 is the consideration, the organization 
 level process areas (Jokela and Lalli, 2003). All the levels 
 
hat are implanting one system but this system is not working 
 
e the five different maturity levels of the CMMI 
pter7.Tools of Process Mining for supporting 
, the process areas:  Decision Analysis and Resolution’ 
 will be explained in detail, their weaknesses will be
, tool explained on ‘Chapter 3
 
 maturity level 2 because the first one is also for the 
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2.1. Maturity level 1: Initial
At maturity level 1, where are only the companies that have no 
lot of problems that they need to solve. This is the initial level of all the companies that are just 
starting their business (SEI Webpage, 2011). 
The first step that a company needs to do for improve and arrive to lev
previous successes because the absence of consolidated knowledge and an organization wide 
culture create than successful projects can hardly be repeated and for this objective, one can 
prepare and analyze the log, the first step o
Differently from the other maturity levels that will be developed on the next section, on maturity 
level 1 there is not process areas to follow, the only aim that the companies needs to arise is to try 
to repeat their successes for arrive to maturity level
2.2. Maturity level 2: Repeatable
At level 2, requirements are managed and processes are planned, performed, measured, and 
controlled in individual development projects (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 36
this maturity level is to assure that the organizations can repeat their successes and these successes 
cannot be repeated without the corresponding well planning.
In order to achieve this, CMMI identifies seven process areas that need to be implemented: 
configuration management, requirements management, 
monitoring and control, project planning, proces
agreement management. Every 
Following, every process area will be described by an abstract of their functions
The seven process areas defined on the last paragraph are developed following.
2.2.1. Configuration Management and Requirements Management
Although that CMMI Model considers
it is considered that both concepts can be explained together because they have several common 
points and they want to arise the same concept, the definition of the requirements and the 
identification between these requirements and the project planning and the work items.
Configuration Management has the purpose to identify the configuration of the work products that 
will compose the baselines of the process and control their changes by provi
(CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 114
study the requirements of the process products for identify inconsistencies between those 
requirements and the process’ plans and work products
Is important that both concepts will be well defined because will be maintained during all the 
process improvement. 
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2.2.2. Measurement and Analysis
The purpose of Measurement and Analysis is to develop and sustain a measurement capability that 
will be used to support the management information needs (Software Quality Assurance, 2011). For 
come up with this concept, the company will need to specify the
they would like to perform, specifying in consequence the measures, the analysis techniques, the 
mechanism for data collection or how they will realize the feeling, among others. 
The idea of this process area is also to
the feeling about data for obtaining objective results that can be used for making and taking the 
corrective actions. 
For realizing Measurement and Analysis, Dalton (2011) identifies that the c
estimations of work product size, effort and cost (like the number of person hours needed for the 
process) or quality measures like the number of defects found in the process or the importance of 
the bottlenecks. All these data is collected
provide a standard tool for use in those cases.
2.2.3. Project Monitoring and Control
After the measurement and posterior analysis of data for knowing more or less where the problems 
are, the next process area is based on the understanding of the project’s progress and takes the 
corrective actions if the performance is not according with the expected. 
For obtaining progress, there is needed to control the actual process by periodical measurement of 
the actual effort, cost expended and the project performance for knowing if the company is going in 
the expected direction or there is any risk on the activities that are performed on the company 
(CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 313
records of project performance or records of significant deviations, normally designed for every 
company in particular, not with the usage on an standard (Dalton, 2011).
When data is collected by the appropriate measurements, this can
considered necessary, the corrective actions will be taken. If this fact happens, the process needs to 
be measured again for assure that the corrective actions have the expected results.
2.2.4. Project Planning
The aim of this process area is to establish and maintain the plans that define the activities of the 
project. Try to develop the initial plan of the project having a good relationship with the involved 
stakeholders is the first step.  
For coming up with this process area, the org
the resources, that are the bases of this process area because there is needed a commitment with 
the plan for all the involved personal and also because these plan needs to be maintained during all 
the improvement process (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 327 
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2.2.5. Process and Product Quality Assurance
The quality of the process, their reliability is one of the most important topics that one organization 
needs to take care about. On this 
(Software Quality Assurance, 2011).
For assuring quality, there is needed that all the performed processes, the work products and the 
different services were evaluated with the most possible ob
previous process areas, these concepts were already performed, assuring that all of them are 
following correctly the way for what they were designed.
When the processes are evaluated and the problems documented, there 
feedback of the involved stakeholders assuring that there is not defects already in the process. If 
there is identified something, the organization needs to take the appropriate corrective actions and 
the process needs to be evaluate
2.2.6. Supplier Agreement Management
Supplier Agreement Management establishes and maintains the integrity of the work items, 
identifying, controlling and auditing the elements.
For come up with this process area,
that will be used for the products to be acquired and consequently, the suppliers will be selected 
and the corresponding agreements with the suppliers
The monitoring of the supplier processes is important for the good perform of the process creating 
the companies normally a special department only dedicated to this concept. The monitoring 
process needs to be accepted by the stakeholders (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 439 
This is the last step that one controls in the maturity level 2. When all the above steps are controlled, 
means that probably the work can be repeated and, in consequence, probably the company is 
assuring the maturity level 2. 
2.3. Maturity level 3: Defin
At level 3, the processes used in development projects are described in organizational level 
standards. Every individual development project establishes their processes by using the 
organization’s set of standard processes.
As in maturity level 2, there are several process areas that the company needs to accomplish for 
assure that they are implementing correct the maturity level. In the present case, these process 
areas are: Decision Analysis and Resolution, Integrate Project Management, Organizational P
Definition and Organizational Process Focus, Organizational Training, Product Integration, 
Requirements Development, Risk Management, a possible technical solution and finally, the 
Validation and Verification (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 33 
Based on the present maturity level, later, on ´Chapter 
CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas
and ‘Organizational Process Focus’
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usage of the tool Process Mining related on ‘Chapter 
explained in detail focusing not also in which points this tool can be applied but also for the process 
areas ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’
detecting these points will be explained 
application of Process Mining is possible can be detected.
But before perform last concept, 
areas of the present maturity level.
2.3.1. Decision Analysis and Resolution
The purpose of Decision Analysis and Resolution is analyzing the possible decisions by using a formal 
assessment process that evaluates possible alternatives with an established criterion.
This area is has basically application in the technical process area but also can be applied in non
technical problems, especially when the project are planning and can have multiple
be solved (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 131 
For coming up with the first one of the process areas of the maturity level 3, firstly the organization 
will need to establish the different criterion that will be used for evaluate the
will select. After knowing both the evaluation criteria and the alternative solution, the organization 
will need to select evaluation methods for the alternatives, use it on the alternatives and select the 
one that they will consider more adequate for the process they are performing 
Team, 2006, pp. 131 – 144; Bahill, 2009)
2.3.2. Integrated Project Management
Integrated Project Management refers to the management of the project with the specific 
procedures from every particular process. There is one step of CMMI dedicated only to this topic 
because not all the projects of an organization follow the same process and there are necessary 
several decisions for the correct management of all of them.
The present step select the called “organizational process assets”, a set of standards procedures for 
the software development. The aim of Integrated Project Management is to select the lifecycle for 
perform the processes and develop the software and establishing the work environ
project based on the organization’s work environment standards identifying the most relevant 
stakeholders (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 145 
2.3.3. Organizational Process Definition
This process has the purpose of establish and maintain a 
and work environment standards.
The set of standard processes in the organizations are
processes. On the other hand, the work environment standards are used to guide c
work environments (Dalton, 2011)
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In this step, as is it said, when the process elements and their critical attributes are identified, the 
aim is to find the relationships between the process elements and then, ensure that the 
organization’s set of standard processes satisfies the process needs and objectives of the 
organizations and document this processes 
2.3.4. Organizational Process Focus
The aim of the forth perspective of maturity level 3 is to pla
improves based on the strengths and weaknesses of the organizational processes based on the 
process areas defined above. 
The present process area has clear steps because it is based on the way to implement process for 
improve. Follow this direction, the steps that ‘Organizational Process Focus’ follows are: firstly, 
determine the opportunities for improve processes. When these opportunities are defined, the 
organization will plan and implement the improvements 
2.3.5. Organizational Training
The present process area is based on the development of the knowledge of the people that will 
perform the process that were defined on the previous process areas. 
On the step ‘Organizational Training’, t
employees and provide it with the aim of addressing the needs 
– 293).  
2.3.6. Product Integration
The purpose of Product Integration is to assemble the product from the
ensure that the product and deliver it.
The scope of this process area is to achieve complete integration between the product components 
and with the incremental stages because the critical aspect is the management of the product 
components to ensure compatibility among the interfaces. 
This process may begin with analysis and simulations and steadily progress through increasingly 
more incremental functionality until the final product is achieved. Several examples of these 
procedures can be: test environment parameters, calculate the probability of proper functioning or 
calculate the lead time from order to delivery 
Software Quality Assurance, 2011)
2.3.7. Requirements Development
The purpose of Requirement Development is to manage the requirements of the project’s products 
and product components and to identify inconsistencies between those requirements and the 
project’s plans and work products.  The reason why this analysis is performed is because t
customer needs have to be produced and analyzed. The steps for coming up with the present 
process areas are the following (Dalton, 2011).
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First of all, there need to be several objectives criteria for the evaluation and acceptance of 
requirements as, for example, the consistence between components or if the property is clearly or 
not. Then, one needs to analyze the requirements to ensure that the established criteria are met and 
knowing if these needs are viable for the participants 
2.3.8. Risk Management
The purpose of the process area ‘Risk Management’ is to identify potential problems before they 
occur and, consequently, try to mitigate the possible adverse impacts on achieving objectives that 
can derive because of these risks.
 For this reason, there must exist thresholds for each risk category and also, a definition on the 
extent for knowing which thresholds are applied in every category. When this step is made, one can 
establish a risk management strategy with the c
organization themselves decide and also the mitigation techniques to be used. Then, the 
organization will try to identify the risks, evaluate them and prioritize by categories. When 
everything is done, one can hand
effectiveness (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 420 
2.3.9. Technical Solution
On this process area of maturity level 3, technical solution, the operational concepts and scenarios 
should be evolved. One needs to know which the weaknesses and the strengths of the product 
and also, other concepts than the organization considers important for the good direction of the 
project. 
For doing these steps, the first point is to identify the technologies curren
product technologies that can provide a competitive advantage. When everything is identified, the 
responsible needs to generate several alternative solutions obtaining a complete requirements 
allocation for each one and develop the b
456 – 482). 
2.3.10. Verification and Validation
In the last of the steps of maturity level 3, Verification and Validation, there is the aim to ensure that 
the selected work products meet their specified requir
product or product component fulfills its intended use when placed in its intended environment.
(Jokela and Lalli, 2003) notes that 
address different issues. Validation demonstrates that the product, as provided, will fulfill its 
intended use, whereas Verification focuses the attention if the work product properly reflects th
specified requirements.  
There are several different methodologies to perform these steps. Take starting for the identification 
of the key principles, features and different phases throughout the life of the project, then the 
determination of which categories of user needs are to be validated or also, needs maintenance. 
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When the products are selected, the user selects the evaluation methods and reviews the validation 
selection (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 483 
For Dalton (2011), it exists a lot of
These methods goes from a load, stress and performance testing, a functional decomposition
testing to the final acceptance tests for Verification and also discussions, prototype demonstrat
or pilots of materials for the Validation step. The election of one or another method depends on 
which kind of products are you evaluating. Also, there are a lot of criteria for ensure that the work 
products meet their requirements as standards, organ
Finally, all the results must be compared with the established verification criteria to determine their 
acceptability (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 483 
Finishing with maturity level 3, as was said in the begin
for supporting CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas´
and Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’
knowing if the tool of Process Mining can be used for improve the CMMI Model in general by 
applying it on the respective process areas.
When maturity level 3 is correctly addressed, the companies go to maturity level 4 and 5, the levels 
for the optimization. 
2.4. Maturity level 4: Qualitatively Managed and Maturity level 5: Optimized
Maturity level 4 and 5 normally goes together because it is difficult to split the task from one than 
the other. Both levels are based 
huge level, arriving to the organization in general. 
In maturity level 4, the quantitative objectives for quality and process performance are already 
established and used as criteria in managing projects and processes
1992, pp. 149 - 208).  
In this level there are two big steps for doing: The Quantitative project management and also, the 
Organizational process performance. There are explained in detail below.
2.4.1. Quantitative Project Management
This step focuses their attention t
the quality. These processes vary widely including monitoring the performance of the sub processes, 
monitoring the project for determine the project’s objectives for quality or recording statis
creating a quality management data. Normally these processes can be measured with the typical 
attributes like the mean time between failures or the number of defects in a particular lot of 
products (CMMI Product Team, 2006, pp. 364 
2.4.2. Organizational Process Performance
After knowing the quantitative effects of the components, the next step is to establish and maintain 
a quantitative understanding of the performance of the organization’s set of standard processes in 
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support of quality and process
data, baselines and models to quantitatively manage the organization’s projects.
Like the previous step, the Organizational Process Performance has different levels. First, review the 
organization’s business objectives related to quality and process performance for define the 
objectives for quality. When these objectives are defined, the organization needs to negotiate their 
priorities and also, revise the organization’s quantitative objecti
261 – 274). 
On the other hand, maturity level 5 focuses on continuing improving process performance. As well in 
maturity level 4, the quantitative process improvement objectives for the organization were 
established, they need of a continually revision to reflecting the changing business objectives. This is 
the aim of the maturity level 5 that, similarly to maturity level 1, has not a defined process areas for 
perform it. 
The purpose of this level is to select and deploy in
measurably improve the organization’s processes and technologies. This improvement refers to all 
of the ideas that would change the organization’s processes and technologies to better meet the 
organization’s quality and process
As several earlier levels, for improving the organization in general, one needs to focus first in one 
process area and try to collect the processes proposals. One example of crit
selecting measures is to decide which measures represent better the user’s view of the 
performance.  Then, analyze the costs and benefits of the process and in consequence, look for 
several innovative processes for implement ident
each process can have inside. When the user agree with everything, the process can be 
implemented with the corresponding documentation and the appropriate monitoring.
The final challenge of this level is th
from one product to another because if it’s not, it is quite difficult to use specific context usabil
measures and probably, they will have to use
2011 and Robbins, 2004). 
3. Increase CMMI level
Before arriving to the step of the assessment of the CMMI levels, one needs to know when the 
company decides for increasing of maturity level.
Companies decide to assess in concordance with the steps o
implementing or they think that they are implementing. Consequently, CMMI Assessment will show 
if they are implementing correctly all the process areas of every maturity level.
For assuring that the organization will ask for assessment in the correct moment, all the 
stakeholders involved on every process area needs to be perfectly identified including all the 
representatives from each discipline of the organization, like Process 
Assurance, Training, etc.   
Out of this, is common on the organizations to evaluate themselves before asking to the Software 
Engineering Institute by the usage of metric reports like MINITAB
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Schedule where all the activities can be listed and know consequently, if they are following the 
expected timetable and the expected goals(Robbins, 2004).
Finally, is also useful to create a watch list with the potential areas of improvement that the project 
would like to consider. For coming up with this step the used tool is the brainstorming (Robbins, 
2004). 
On the other hand, the normal time for increase from one maturity level to another is different 
depending on the level that the company wants 
Time to increase the CMMI level’, extracted from (Kinder
4. Summary of the Chapter
On ‘Chapter 4. CMMI Description’, we presented the official levels of the improvement
CMMI based on the official descriptions that especially the (SEI Webpage, 20) proposes.
Without entering in-depth inside every maturity level, we defined the goal of every level and we 
described, when it was necessary, which the concrete process ar
normally used by the organizations for come up with the different levels.
On the last part of the chapter, concretely on section ‘3. Increase CMMI level’, we described how the 
organizations identify the moment when they
to the next level. For clarify this concept, on that section, we also attached one graphic that shows 
which the standard time for pass from one maturity level to another is.
We didn’t develop deeply all the process areas because it is not the aim of the present Master Thesis 
but, connecting with the main aim, on ‘Chapter 7. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI 
Assessment of concrete Process Areas’, we will discover if Process Mining can be a helpf
improve their assessment of concrete process areas and, with this aim, we will create an standard 
methodology for finding matches between both concepts and we will apply it for the process areas: 
Decision Analysis and Resolution and Organizatio
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Figure 4.1. Time to Increase the CMMI level 
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Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment
1. Introduction 
When a process is implemented, their assessment is an important and necessary fact to consider. 
Process assessment should give to the organizations an understanding of the current situation of the 
software process, which compared with the desired process, should establish a baseline for the 
improvement (Samalikova et al., 2010b). On this section, we will develop the assessmen
CMMI Model. 
CMMI Assessment is the evaluation
for controlling the correct implantation of the CMMI Model. In contrast to 
assessment is an appreciation that an 
appreciation where an external group arrives to the organization and searches the capacity of the 
organizational processes for establish several decisions about the futures business of the company 
(Builes Ramírez, 2004). Out of this, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) accept both words as 
correct because as we will explain later, the team that comes up with the assessment/evaluation is 
formed both by people from the own company and people designed by SEI and
common goal of evaluate how is the company implanting the CMMI Model.
In definition, CMMI Assessment is basically tools for the improvements of 
analyze the strengths and the weaknesses of how an organization really works 
business, management and engineering processes and their analyses and results can only be 
understood within the framework of the software development of the organization
2011; Donovan and Bush,2005, chapter 4
CMMI Assessment has several principles, used as 
assessment, which are normally followed by most of the companies that are implementing the 
model. According to (Donovan and
following: 
- Use a reference model orientated to processes with a formal process of 
analyzes how the organization really works comparing to the reference model.
- Try to involucrate and motivate the workers but also the high direction of 
with the auto-analysis efforts towards a positive change stimulating the technical and the 
organizational cultures to evolve.
- Focus on the aims of the business and consolidating the improvements.
- Observe confidentiality. 
- Direct the assessment in a collaborative way of all the parts of the company.
- Educate the organization providing a huge knowledge to the workers about their own 
company and stimulating the organizations to contemplate the best practices of the industry 
comparing with the organ
the time when an organization is more receptive to learn new techniques.
To perform all of these aims, every company can use three different classes of 
(SEI Webpage, 2011): 
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- Class A: This class is the most typical for the CMMI Methodology. Is a complete method for 
the in-depth methodologies because can find the level of maturity that is already in every 
company and also, evaluates each maturity level in a precise way. 
- Class B: This class is intended to the pre
Class A but it’s useful for the initial evaluations
punctuation about the level of maturity.
- Class C: Is the most cheap and fast cla
excessive data. 
The following image can illustrate better these definitions:
For all the classes mentioned above, the standard methodology is called SCAMPI, initials of 
‘Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Improvement’. It was designed for proportionate 
classifications at the quality reference with the CMMI Models. 
SCAMPI Methodology is coordinated by the own SEI on the hand of the candidates that SEI considers 
more appropriate in every case. Normally these 
and 9 persons, all of them from the same company but coordinated for a
SEI. The number of involucrate persons depends of the CMMI maturity level of every organization 
and the class or the in-depth that every organization wants to implement
formed by the SEI depending on the m
(Builes Ramírez, 2004; SCAMPI Upgrade Team, 2011
2. Procedure of CMMI Assessments
The procedure for evaluate CMMI is quite similar in all the companies and also for every one of the 
classes mentioned above with only several changes depending of the depth (the class) of the 
process. This process assess if the conditions of the maturity level are correctly implemented but 
also, can determinate if the maturity level that each company is implemented is co
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But before any possible assessment
did a course in the SEI dependencies that varies depending on the SCAMPI category that they will 
implement. Even so, these courses have norma
SCAMPI courses for high maturity (class A), SCAMPI courses for classes B and C and for team leaders 
and SCAMPI courses for the development, acquisition and services, which is aimed to the people 
that complement the assessment team (SEI Webpage, 2011).
These courses have the aim that t
the organization’s implemented processes relative to the 
their judgements on the collection of objective evidence for each practice 
area. The ‘Lead Appraisals’ also have to motivate their appraisal team to seek and consider these 
objective evidences determining practice implementation and goal sa
Team, 2011). 
Focusing on the own assessment, SCAMPI
they are and if they are accomplishing correctly with the ideas of this level. This procedure is based 
on the next steps:  
- The SEI in collaboration with the company to evaluate decide which is the category that 
corresponds in every case and assign an 
depending on the category that the company are. These persons will be designed by
own company and they will be coordinated by a ‘Lead Appraisal’ decided by the SEI.
- The team plans and prepares themselves for the 
correct and accepted by the SCAMPI,
own company and persons designed by the SEI
- They conducts the assessment
collaborating and ensuring the quality requirements.
- The team made the ‘Lead Appraisal’ with the competent needed com
‘SCAMPI Definition Document’ where are described the requirements, the activities and the 
associated practices with the processes that composed the 
Below, these phases are developed according with (SEI Webpage, 2011; 
2011). 
2.1. Plan and preparation for the 
In the first phase after the selection of the possible 
analyze all the possible requirements, understand the business, tracing the possible ta
be fulfilled and prepare the ground for the evaluation itself. The steps of this stage are the following:
- Analyze the requirements: This step is based on understanding the needs of the organization 
business and try to match the similarities
aims. 
- Develop the assessment plan: After the requirements, the team needs to document them 
and also the estimations that they have the risks and all the practical considerations. The 
aim is to agree the assessm
- Prepare the team: In this important step, the organization needs to satisfy itself with the 
qualified team that is in charge on the execution of the 
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- Obtain and analyze the initial evidences: This step focalizes o
that can facilitate the preparation of the assessment. The team also needs to identify the 
potential strengths and weaknesses and, in consequence, knowing a preliminary 
understanding of the operations and the organizational p
- Prepare the recollection of the objective evidence: The last step of this phase is to plan and 
document the strategies for the data collection including data sources or possible tools and 
technologies that can be used for this aim.
2.2. Conduct the assessment
The next step of the procedure for performing the CMMI Assessment is the 
how to obtain the objectives evidences for at the end, generate the results of the assessment, within 
which are the determination of the process area le
that case are: 
- Review the objective evidence: This first step is based on the collection of information about 
the implemented practices in the organization, following a previously defined recollection 
plan. 
- Verify and validate the objective evidence: This step focuses on verify the implementation of 
the practices in the organization. In this point, the team compares every implemented 
practice with the definition of the CMMI Model and the assessment team assign
valuation. 
- Document the evidences: After recollecting and verifying the information, the assessment 
team has to create logs that document the implementation of the practices, taking care of 
the strengths and weaknesses 
- Generate the assessment
qualification of the satisfaction with the goals according to the valuations assigned above 
and also, the qualification of the levels of capacity and maturity according to the sat
with the process areas. 
2.3. Report the results
The last phase of the CMMI Assessment procedure is submit the results of the 
organization, so that they can be used to take future actions and, also, preserve the data and the 
event logs of the evaluation for a possible future use.
3. Strengths and Weaknesses of the Procedure
The above procedure is generated and accepted by the SEI and also for the companies that are 
implementing the system because it’s a step by step plan and tries to focu
points of the company but gathering information throughout all the company using for this reason 
workers of the own company. But apart from the strengths, this procedure 
to take into account because can be imp
model. On this section, these weaknesses will be identified.
3.1. Strengths and Weaknesses of Plan and preparation
Before the evaluation itself, there is also several problems detected on the section ‘Pla
preparation for the evaluation’. These weak points are related following.
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The members that will form the Assessment Team are decided in cooperation between the SEI and 
the company that is implementing the model. They will be directed by a ‘Lead Appra
the SEI but all the other members of the Team will be workers of the own company. Depending on 
the evaluation Class and also, the size of the company, this team will have more members. This can 
be a weak point because this team must meet ce
requirements are listed below in correspondence with (Höggerl and Sehorz, 2006). 
- The Assessment Team members should understand the business of the organization and 
have an interest in seeing if their organ
- The Assessment Team members must have a solid software engineering background and is 
preferable is they have experience with the management and with the measurement tools.
- The members should be selected to provide the best 
domain and environment.
These features are not always strictly complained and can introduce the first problems in the team, 
especially if the members are not ready enough.
During the previous preparation for the 
information because data is not always easy to collect. The theory says only that the team needs to 
identify the potential strengths and weaknesses but even having the tools, normally is not an easy 
job. Normally these weaknesses are not focused only in one part of the company but in the whole 
general.  
There is also a typical confusion between the product requirements and the customer requirements 
because the step of the Requirements Management doesn’t 
this kind of problem shows normally disorganization in the company and can be solved with a 
correct description of the process and an accurate collection of data. Below, the normal way for 
collecting data will be analyzed in detail for all the different 
3.2. Strengths and Weaknesses of Conduction of the 
Similarly to the step of Plan and Procedure, the 
to focus in the different sections of the company taking care of validating and documenting the 
different steps on the conduction. But the problem of this kind of 
and also can be a little abstract if the team has no the sufficient experience evaluati
sufficient experience working in the own company that is assessing. But, apart from the feeble 
points related in the previous sections, it is possible to find more weaknesses in this step.
(Shih et al., 2009) looking for problems of CMMI Ass
SCAMPI lead appraisals in their blogs note that is typical in all the organizations that during the 
process of the assessment, the workload instead of reduce, increases because the workers 
sometimes are forced to realize more activities than in the standard operations. They also need time 
for familiarize with the new processes, the called resistance at change (Shih et al., 2009; Ghezzi et 
al., 2003; Arteaga, 2011; Dalton, 2011).
Another problem that can arise is th
sometimes is hard to collect because the weaknesses of a company normally are problems of the 
whole company, not only a department or a section.
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 If there is not a well-implemented program, the co
satisfaction that the Assessment Team wants according to the valuations. This fact is typical of Class 
C, the most superficial Class because it’s only based on interviews and questionnaires. For this 
reason, the most in-depth evaluations use special programs that help the collection of data. Below, 
the Data Collection will be developed in detail.
4. Procedure depending of the maturity level
The previous section describes the procedure of the CMMI Assessment in
maturity level of the CMMI, the steps and the goals are different. For this reason one can think that 
probably the more in-depth evaluation classes are used normally for evaluate the highest maturity 
levels. SEI makes no differences 
compatible with the CMMI Product highlighting that Class A is normally the most appropriate Class 
to implement (SEI Webpage, 2011).
5. Data Collection depending on the Class
As it is said above, the assessments
These classes identify the level of in
normally this level is also different depending on the size of the company because the
one class and another varies significantly. 
The way for collecting data varies too between the classes because 
and also, the economic concept are different. This fact is not an easy job because there is not an
established frequency or an exact method for collecting data that provides security in the way of 
reliability and uncertainly (Dimov and Chandran, 2010). Anyway,
assessors recognize the possibility to choose from differen
techniques, the SEI standardizes a normal way for collecting data depending on the Class that they 
decide the company is. 
5.1. Data Collection for Class C
The Class C is the assessment Class designed for the companies that
depth assignment. In consequence, the data collection in this case will not use the same techniques 
that the Class A assessments. 
The normal procedure that the a
dynamic list of the requirements and their interactions, a Daily Scrum with the daily status of the 
company, an Story that defines the customer functionality and also a Planning Game with the goals 
defined for the own company for a short term (SEI Webpage, 20
2006). With these concepts, they can see the 
common in all the different Classes.
On the other hand, the normal way for collecting data for knowing if the company is prop
implementing the CMMI is the realization of interviews with the different organizational levels of the 
company and with the key staff members, like software developers, 
workers are sure about the level they are and
more experienced workers and focusing in the topic of the further evaluation and the catalogue of 
measures that the own company is trying to implement. Another normal way is to consult the 
customer, normally using the on
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interviews too. These ways of working are designed especially for counteract and remedy the 
normal problems that this class, that is the most common class that specially small c
to implement because is the most cheap one, 
as Class B or Class A.  
This type of Class don’t use statistical programs or specialized methodology for determine the well 
implementation of the process. The way for decide 
implementing the process that they are assessing
conclusions extracted from data
2004). 
The common problems that this way of assessment 
requirements that cannot be assessed by using this present class or a lack of guidance
Johnson, 1997; Samalikova et al.,
Assessment for small and medium 
application of interview techniques with the key staff members but particularizing for every different 
organization (Wilkie et al., 2007; Samalikova et al., 2010b).
The usage of this kind of controlled reviews and also, searching if they are thinking about alternative 
solutions that can help to achieve the balance when they have problems of costs, schedule, 
performance or quality among others will show to the Assessment Team if the company is satisfying 
the requirements of the step of CMMI they are performing and also, will show if the product and 
service is working (Kasse, 2007).
5.2. Data Collection for Class B
Class B, as it is said in the introduction, is a Class that focus more on the processes than Class C. It’s 
normally the Class designed for the initial or pre
that the previous Class how the organization is wor
In the assessment of this type of Class, apart from those
that also are used in the others Classes, is 
captured by supporting tools as 
existing implemented information as an anchor for improve)
the own and existing documentation, c
product, estimations of effort and cost or statistics of efficiency 
common the usage of diagrams for discovering if the company is following the estimated planning or 
if the company has a clear responsibilities. 
Gantt diagrams and, on the other hand, for knowing the roles of the personal, are common the 
usage of organizational diagram (Samalikova et al., 2010b
Sometimes, and depending of the company, the Assessment Team can inve
using programs like Minitab looking for the quality of the products and trying to discover th
stakeholders of every problem 
procedures are more typical for the evaluation of Class A
following section. 
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5.3. Data Collection for Class A
Class A is the most typical for the CMMI Methodology. Is the most complete method and their goal is 
to evaluate the maturity level in a precise mode.
The tools mentioned previously on data collection for Class C and B, like t
questionnaires with the organization workers and
the company are in this Class also important because shows with accuracy what 
think about the process that the company is implementing. But in this level, the Assessment Team 
needs to focus deeper in the processes for knowing if the organizational vision is the real
Consequently, for collecting data in a proper way, 
the involved stakeholders, there is useful the usage of data that comes from 
that mature organization are already using
some of these systems that can provide data in a structured way are the followings:
- Transaction-based Systems provide information in a form about the different transactions of 
the company. As examples, on
- Product Data Management Systems, which are the normal systems for following and control 
data for a particular process.
The data extraction uses normally the following fields: name of the study, date, authors, 
methodology followed, results, objectives of the study, number of the persons involved, information 
related to the improvement models, the improvement proposal, key factors in the success of a SPI 
program, the improvement processes and the subjective results of t
and coherent initiative, one can identify easily the stakeholders and which the models to manage
but also, can minimize the resistance at change and, in addition, can help to understand the past, to 
control the present and to predict quantitatively and see if they can take several actions to prevent 
defects or other problems that can occur in the future (Pino et al, 2007; Robbins, 2004).
For collect data that can be extracted both from these systems and from interviews, 
etc., is normally useful to create a centralized database
Microsoft Access, Oracle or MySQL among others, which
estimate, cost experience, error data and 
be used for analyze the key measures that every organization decides and the quality of 
results and can provide a priority order for future actions (Humphrey, 2001)
used for obtain results is Minitab because can c
showing what is happening in the organization but also can replicate the results for seeing if an 
attribute is valid or not and, consequently, be sure that a variabl
evaluate the results in a factorial design and, in this way, have the maximal local control by applying 
all the possible treatments for each factor
Event Viewer or any other database (Pleeger, 1995; Robbins, 2004; Pino et al., 2007).
According with the results that this data collection shows in the big companies, one can arrive to the 
conclusion that, taking the results by a correct metric system defined in accordance w
the improvement program and according with the specific requirements of the organization, the 
documentation process has more probability to be optimal
Mahner, 2008). 
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6. Evaluation of CMMI Assessment
After the assessment or evaluation itself,
demonstrated evidence. For this reason, the team realize a trial about the practices for each 
instance of the process (the project requirements) and determines the 
implementation in the selected processes. After this, the team combine the qualifications to provide 
a single score that determines the ability of the process at the organizational level.  
The usual rating scale for the practices 
- Fully Implemented (FI): It means that the organizational practices associated with the 
component are complete and consistent in terms of implementation with practices related 
to CMMI without having any si
- Largely Implemented (LI): This qualification denotes that the organization has a proper 
approach in the definition of the practice at the level of process and its implementation in 
the project is ordered. But on the other hand, there is
- Partially Implemented (PI): In that case, the approach is proper in the definition of the 
practice at the process level but its implementation is not evident in project may not be 
consistent or predictable according 
- Not Implemented (NI) or Not Satisfied: This score means that there is no evidence or this is 
so little about the implementation of the practices or there is no suitable alternative about 
the showed weaknesses.
- Not Rated: There is another option that means that the associated components with the 
CMMI are not applicable in the context of the organization.
As an important final point, noted that for carry out with the implementation and the evaluation of 
all the steps of CMMI Model, the investment in terms of money and resources, that the organization 
needs to realize, can be really big. The results can be obtained in a term between 2 and 3 weeks, 
depending on their size, and may even extend on time and consuming more resources if there
previously clear conception of the CMMI Model in the beginning of the assessment process.
7. Categories of problems once implanted CMMI
Most organizations decide to implement CMMI because of the quality. It is shown that the 
customers choose firstly the organizations that are evaluated successfully based with the models of 
the CMMI. But sometimes this concept is more a problem than the evaluation itself because there 
are derived several problems because the CMMI Model nor prevent human errors neither 
100% the losses of the organization like losses of employers, financial losses or demand supply board 
and so, in this way, sometimes the Assessment of CMMI can have good results but the organization 
could continue having problems inside them.
Software Engineering Institute (SEI
identifies 3 big different categories of problems once implanted the CMMI Model: problems in the 
processes of organizational problems, technical problems and human pro
7.1. Organizational problems
The Organizational problems are the base for the improvement of any organization. They are the 
problems that address the organization itself and with this goal, needs to evolve both technical and 
cultural involving specially focusing in the role of the personal.
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First of all, is needed an effort of self
moments in order to fix them. The problem that can occur in that way is that people can be 
intimidated if they give a real test, thought this has only the objective of improve the company in 
general. But, out of this, there are also the characteristics of the organization that can be more or 
less complex. The assessment team needs to know firstly the characteristics
their evolution and improvement, their distribution but also, the iteration of their processes and the 
lead time that they lose normally during the processes. 
Another important problem is the creation of an environment of the highest
atmosphere of the personal, the management and, also, the customers. The problem is that, in the 
moment of the assessment, the organization has an extra dose of work and so, several times, this 
goal is not possible or not in the way t
of the monitoring, that can annoy the employers. 
On the other hand, one of the goals of the CMMI assessment is that all the people of the 
organization can see everything in the same way. This is
organizations for the way of work’
not easy that different persons think equal as others, for example: is difficult that a technician think 
like a manager and so, for general rule, it is difficult to arrive to one solution that satisfies everyone 
equally. 
7.2. Technical problems
On the other hand, there are the technical problems. These are varied and very different one from 
the other because of the variance o
that the CMMI is the panacea for all the problems but it is not. CMMI not necessarily improve the 
usability of the software, as the elements to measure normally are very technician, not only 
the process improvement and so, normally the performance improvement is not spectacular.
Technical problem starts with the beginning of the project and continues with every new step. One 
common problem is related with the code and the data event log.
CMMI Assessment has a quality assurance that creates copies of the database with the aim of 
discover and, also, built, underlying models. Every snapshot tries to follow the evolution of the 
handling of the defect and also, contains a record for each defec
characteristics features exists in each (like the history, the priority or the dates of start and 
complete) (Samalikova et al., 2010a)
These data, especially when the companies are assessing in Class A, can given to tran
event log. Is in this event log where one can detect the several defects that probably exist as for 
example, the missing of fields, several incorrect sequences or only, missing of information. If it is find 
one of this problems, the best solu
realized activities with the available data with the aim of complete them, this step is called 
‘validation’. 
Another important technical problem is related with the fact that the implementatio
and the subsequent assessment normally didn’t find all the problems and also, don’t offer a solution 
for all the weaknesses. 
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(Pikkarainen and Mantyniemi, 
conclusion that the CMMI identifies the strengths and the weaknesses of the processes but not 
resolve all the questions that had arisen. On that case, the most extended recommendation is to 
realize a ‘second run’ with a workshop where additional data can be captured and discussed
the project management. Normally this is a good way for try to identify problems in a company.
But anyway, the most important technical problem is that the complexity that exist on the code lines 
and the non-familiarity with them by the employees and how expensive results to provide an 
appropriate training to them for such cases. 
7.3. Human problems
The last of the three categories of problems exposed by the SEI Institute are the human problems. 
These are related with the developers and the analysts of the CMMI Assessment because they can 
be a fountain of uncertainly if they have not experience or are no
background, they are not so motivation or also, if the size of the composition of the team is not the 
adequate (Samalikova et al., 2010a)
caused by the work of the employees of the company and the derived problems that they can have 
because of the implementation of the CMMI Model and the posterior assessment.
The human problems normally start in the phase of the Requirements Management. In this sub 
phase, the organization unit collects information about the inconsistencies between the project 
work and the requirements. Based on the requirements presented above, probably there are several 
differences regarding what organization believes they are doing. 
that for manage this situation, there is needed an important formation because even thought that 
the existing measurements seemed quite extensive at first sight, the case studies related with the 
CMMI Assessment shows that most of th
were not enough to satisfy all the needs of the specific goals. On the other hand, in the case of small 
companies, it is possible to maintain guidelines without documenting and defining them, ju
to the employees but this is not the case of all the companies.
Another big problem is the fact that the implementation of the CMMI Model not lights the workload 
because during the implementation and also after, during the assessment, the employ
obligated to realize more activities than during the standard procedure. There is also needed time 
for familiarize with the procedures of the new model
There also exist the problems with the consumers. When a new product is dev
don’t have potential consumers unless is based in an existing product that is modified by the 
customer needs.  
On the actual markets, the companies expect some collaboration by the customers but there is not 
the general rule. The case studies reported by 
these topics shows that the best way for fight again this inconvenience is to develop the product in 
iterative form with little cycles of 3 or 4 weeks. Every iteration needs to have a plan
requirements, tasks and estimations and ends with a demonstration of how is working. During this 
analysis, the objectives of improvement are identified and categorized. In their approach, they 
conclude that the experience indicate that this the mos
especially when exists a strong resistance at change.
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8. Results of Assessment
Currently, apply a level of maturity seems to become a standard for doing business. 
organizations are sometimes dragged into assessments against their will. An evaluation has to 
motivate for improve them because otherwise, can derive into frustration and if there is some 
revisions, can damage more than helps.
The evaluations shows differences between the perception of the own processes for the 
organization and how it really works and, in consequence, can recommend how to address a 
problem and, at the same time, tells to the organization how to use the reorganization for harnes
the power of the manage. In other works, an evaluation cans awareness about the need of change 
for an organization. 
9. Summary of the Chapter
After discovering on ‘Chapter 4. CMMI Description’ what the function of the CMMI Model is for 
improves software processes, on ‘Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment’, we introduced the other main 
actor of the Thesis, the assessment of the CMMI Model.
On the present Chapter, we introduced the reader to the standard procedures and the standard 
methodology, called SCAMPI, that the a
Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessments’, we found the weaknesses of the CMMI 
Assessment, both during the assessment itself and during the plan and preparation of it. Afterwards,
on ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessments’, we will try to find 
matches between these weaknesses and the tool of Process Mining for knowing if we can use 
Process Mining for solve these weaknesses.
Continuing, on section ‘5. Data Collection depending on the Class’, we studied the ways of data 
collection depending on the type of in
assessment. The aim of this section is to discover which data is used already for knowing i
be compatible with the usage of Process Mining. These matches will be also provided on ‘Chapter 6. 
Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessments’.
Finally, on section ‘6. Evaluation of CMMI Assessment’, we explained how the appraisal t
qualifies the assessment and, on section ‘7. Categories of problems once implanted CMMI’, we 
described which the common problems are after the implementation of CMMI showing that this 
improvement model is not a panacea for optimize the processes of an 
Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessments’, we will also see that Process Mining 
would be helpful for solve some of these problems.
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Chapter 6. Tools of Process Minin
CMMI Assessment
1. Introduction 
On the previous chapters, the tool of Process Mining and the official way for evaluate CMMI were 
developed. After develop them and advancing conclusions, one can see that without being the 
solution for all the problems, Process Mining can be a helpfully tool for improve the Standard CMMI 
Appraisal, also called SCAMPI.  
In the following sections and for come up with the objective of the present master thesis we will find 
the matches between the tool of Process Mi
before, we will make an abstract of both concepts for clarify them before explaining the 
methodology followed for find the matches and, also, we will define which the matches and also the 
mismatches between both concepts are, where Process Mining can be exactly applied and where is 
not possible to use. 
The aim of Process Mining is extract process information from activities performed in a real
situation for reveal how is working the real process. This in
perspectives, depending on what the organization wants to analyze. These perspectives are: Control
Flow perspective based on the relations between tasks, Performance perspective that tries to find 
the weak points of the performance of the process, Organizational perspective focused on the 
relations among tasks originators and Case perspective, based on the discovery of the data that 
affect the routing of the case(Samalikova et al., 2011).
As It is said, Process Mining is a t
that an organization is implementing. Consequently, the investigation for knowing if Process Mining 
can be used for improves CMMI Assessment is not a non
connections, out of knowing what Process Mining does, we will write an abstract of the other step 
that we want to connect; the CMMI Assessment and also, the CMMI Model for introduce the 
possible matches. 
In every different process area of every differ
questions that needs to be answered correctly for knowing that the organization is well 
implementing the process areas inside every maturity level and, knowing consequently, if the 
organization is improving or not. These questions are based on the correct definition (clearly and 
without inconsistencies) of the concepts of every process area, the correct definition of the roles of 
the involved personal, if the company is realizing about the improvement of the perf
the process will show with every new improvement, among others.
On the other hand, SEI divides into three different classes of evaluation depending on the level of in
depth that every organization wants. Taking a look on the way that the Stand
Method for Process Improvement (SCAMPI) proceeds and depending on the class of evaluation the 
organization is implementing, the usage of Process Mining can be a helpful tool for come up with the 
assessment. 
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This standard procedure for assessing CMMI has some weak points, both during the evaluation itself 
and also when it’s already done.
and Johnson, 1997; Cater-Steel, A., 2004; Samalikova et al., 2010b) and highlight the do
overload, the inapplicable scope of reviews, the thigh resource requirements or the lack of guidance, 
among others. These problems are especially common on small companies. 
small companies is that normally they will implement
depth method and consequently, the implementation of CMMI on these methods is not really 
available because of the high cost and the big differences from the actual ways of assessment. The 
ways for assess Class C are related on ‘Chapter 
On the other hand, data collection on Class B and specially, on Class A is based on a centralized 
database that includes error data, schedule performance and time stamps, estimations for the 
future, among others. These concepts are not taken into account on Class C assessments.
The difference between Class A and Class B assessments is that Class A tries to assess more in depth 
than Class B. Class B is used for pre
interviews and is also common the usage of internal tools as ROI diagram, organizational diagram or 
other measurement repositories according to every case. The problem of Class B is that not enters 
in-depth in the reasons why this problems, o
improved. For this reason, the possible usage of Process Mining on this Class is not useful because 
will provide a level of in-depth that is not needed on this kind of Class and also, the cost of the 
methodology will increase (SEI Webpage, 2011)
On the other hand, having a look of the procedure for come up with Class A evaluations and the 
weaknesses, one can see that some of them could be solved by Process Mining or at least, Process 
Mining can act on them improving the results. On ‘Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment’
were developed by using information extracted from the Software Engineering Institute and from 
several case studies.  
Listing all the founded weaknesses, there is observed that 
one topic but on several, differencing between the most technical problems, those that involves the 
way of working on the organization and the human problems, that involves both the organizational 
environment and the relation with the customers.
Summarizing all the concepts presented on this Introduction, one can say that the fundamental idea 
behind SCAMPI appraisals is that the conduct of an activity or process results in objective evidences 
that substantiates work being done consistent with appraisal reference model practices (SCAMPI 
Upgrade Team, 2011). However, we argue that by using the tool of Process Mining and, knowing 
that will not be the remedy for all the diseases, the approaches done by the appraisal team
improve.  
How to discover the connections between this tool and the assessment of CMMI will be developed 
in the following sections. 
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2. Methodology for matching Process Mining as a tool for carrying out 
CMMI Assessment
After making an abstract of all the
Mining can be applied, we will explain which was the methodology followed for finally, finding 
matches between both concepts.
The followed methodology for coming up with the objective is basical
weaknesses of CMMI and, by searching which data is required, gain insight into the process. When 
this step is realized, knowing also where Process Mining focuses, ask the question: ‘Can Process 
Mining solve these weaknesses?’. On
explaining this way of working and how discover the matches.
Once both concepts, Process Mining and CMMI Assessment, were studied, one can see that the data 
contained in an Event Log can basical
Task identification, Event type (when the activities are starting, running of finishing), Timestamps of 
start and end events (the exact day and hour when the process was starting or ending), T
originator (which is the person that is executing every task) and Additional attributes of cases 
(category that evolve all data that cannot be submersed in the previous categories. On the following 
table extracted from Samalikova
 
Required data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Process mining  
analysis 
Process model discovery 
Conformance checking 
LTL checking  
Decision mining 
Throughput time calculation, 
bottleneck analysis 
Performance sequence analysis 
Social network analysis 
Table 
Once known that is the data that Process Mining uses, one can see that, in several process areas of 
the CMMI Model and also, during the assessment of it, part of these data can be used. Note that if 
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 the present section, we will try to clarify this methodology 
 
ly divide in several different categories: Case identification, 
 et al. (2011), the points where these data is required are showed.
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we are talking in abstract terms, is because all these data can be used in different process areas, one 
will need one type of data and another process area will need totally different type of data and also, 
depending on which weaknesses of CMMI Assessment are you looking, the dat
will be different. 
Once we know which data is needed on the tool of Process Mining, we will describe step by step the 
followed methodology for try to find the matches between the concepts of CMMI Assessment and 
the tool of Process Mining. 
The methodology is based on follow all the steps that were defined on ‘Chapter 5. CMMI 
Assessment’ for the Procedure of CMMI Assessments. There was defined that for coming up with 
the implementation of the assessment, first this assessment needs to be 
that will come up with it, can do the evaluation itself.
Following point by point the steps of the CMMI 
Assessment’, one can see the weaknesses of every 
knowing which data is necessary for solve them, the user can see if the implementation of Process 
Mining is possible or not. For make more clear the possible usage of Process Mining, on the most 
correlated steps, we will make also a table with the 
procedure. 
2.1. Methodology for matching Process Mining with 
the assessment’ 
Before the evaluation itself, the evaluation needs to be well planned and prepared. Without being a 
really helpfully tool, in the present concept, Process Mining can be used. In this section, the 
methodology for arriving to this conclusion will be explained based on the steps showed on ‘Chapter 
5. CMMI Assessment’. 
1- Analyze the requirements: The first step of an evaluation 
requirements or the needs inside every maturity level that the company wants to assess. On 
this step, the data that is needed is basically which the needs of the organization are, where 
they want that evaluation focuses
the company, using normally a brainstorming session. Process Mining cannot be helpful.
2- Develop the assessment plan: This step focuses on the agreement about the evaluation 
between the organization and
the process of the evaluation. For knowing which will be this plan, data needed is the 
knowledge of where the organization wants to implement evaluation and consequently, 
decide with SEI if this is possible. Consequently, Process Mining cannot be also helpfully.
3- Prepare the team: The team, both SEI Appraisals and organization employees, will be 
prepared by the own SEI. Data needed is the experience of the workers of the company on 
how the organization works because, if the appraisals know already the company, come up 
with the assessment will be easier. The problem of this step is that data normally is not 
structured already in the systematic way that uses Process Mining and consequently, 
Process Mining cannot be used.
4- Obtain and analyze the initial evidences: The first work of the assessment team is the 
recollection of data of evidences for determines the strengths and the weaknesses of the 
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company. With the standard method, these evidences are coll
questionnaires and similar. On the following table based on (CMMI Product Team, 2006; 
Pikkarainen and Mantyniemi, 2006) , we will try to make more clear which the tools for 
coming up with this step
 
Objectives of CMMI Assessment
Recollection of evidences for determine the 
strengths and weaknesses 
 
On this step, the organization can see where the problems are and maybe, know 
consequently if they could use Process Mining 
will be. If there was the case of a really mature organization that has already data collected 
in a well structured way, probably the usage of Process Mining could be possible also on this 
step, but this is not a standard case.
5- Prepare the recollection of the objective evidence: Once known where the weaknesses are, 
the strategies must be planned including which data sources, tools and technologies that will 
be used for the evaluation. 
Although data needed for comin
these decisions can be the usage of Process Mining. Like previously and based on (CMMI 
Product Team, 2006; Pikkarainen and Mantyniemi, 2006), which tools are used on this step 
is showed on the next table.
 
Objectives of CMMI Assessment
Plan the strategies that will be followed for 
review the evidences.  
 
As one can see, during the step of ‘Plan and preparation for the evaluation’, the tool of Process 
Mining is not really helpfully. The points where Process Mining can help for improve it will be 
developed on the section ‘Matches between Process Mining and C
2.2. Methodology for matching Process Mining with ‘Conduct the evaluation’
On the step of ‘Conduct the evaluation’, Process Mining can be more useful than in the previous 
section. Similarly than above, we will explain the methodology followed 
of ‘Conduct the evaluation’, explained on ‘Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment’. Out of this concept
points where Process Mining can be used, we will try to make as clear as possible this relation by 
matching what CMMI procedure
1- Review the objective evidence: On this first step of the CMMI evaluation itself, the needed 
data is collected following the plan designed on previous steps. Nowadays, the tools used for 
collecting data are in-depth interviews and questionnaires on the relevant stakeholders 
focusing on the problems that were showed on the initial evidences and also it is common to 
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ected by interviews, 
 are. 
 Used tools 
Interviews, questionnaires on the stakeholders.
 
or not, depending on which these problems 
 
 
g up with this step is the decision of the company, one of 
 
 Used tools 
Joint decision between the organization’s 
direction and the appraisal team.
 
MMI Assessment’. 
based on the different steps 
 says and which tools can be used for every step.
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use data derived from information systems already implemented on the organizations like 
transaction-based systems or PDM Systems. These evidences are collected on centralized 
databases. Next table, based on (CMMI Product Team, 2006; Humphrey, 2001; Pino et al., 
2007; Pleeger, 1995; Robbins, 2004) shows which tools are normally used for coming up with
this step. 
 
Objectives of CMMI Assessment
Collect data from the processes.
Know if the steps planned for data collection 
are available and if the usage of event log will 
be possible. 
 
Interviews and questionnaires can be used as a supporting tool but it is difficult to collect in 
the form of event log. But data derived from information systems as transa
systems or PDM Systems can be converted easily to event log by their input information. 
Under the assumption that these data can be collected by the form of event log, the 
application of Process Mining will be possible.
2- Verify and validate the 
compares the evidences recollected with the CMMI Model and assigns a valuation 
depending if they are coming up properly with the Model or not. Nowadays, the used tools 
are normal databases like Access or personalized databases according to the objectives and 
the environment of the company. On these databases, data can be collected and the 
conclusions extracted.  
On the other hand, for extracting these conclusions, on Class C evaluations, the 
tool is the own decision of the appraisals. On Class A and B, the most common tools for 
analyze are statistical programs like MINITAB or Event Viewer, among others. All these tools 
are showed on the following table, extracted from (CMMI Produc
2007; Pleeger, 1995; Robbins, 2004).
 
Objectives of CMMI Assessment
Compares the recollection with the CMMI 
Model. 
Assign a Valuation. 
 
As it is said in the introduction 
Process Mining is to extract information from data for discover how is working
process. If the way for collecting data not differs so much than the way of collecting data 
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 Used tools 
 Interviews, questionnaires. 
Data from Information Systems.
Centralized database. 
- Standard (Microsoft Access is the most 
common)  
- Personalized 
 
objective evidence: For verify the evidences, the assessment team 
t Team, 2006; Pino et al., 
 
 Used tools 
Database for collect information.
- Standard (Microsoft Access is the most 
common)  
- Personalized 
Programs for analyze data. 
- MINITAB, EventViewer, etc. 
of ‘Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis
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that the organization is using, Process Mining can helps to verify the evidences with the 
usage of their four perspectives. In this way, the strengths and
can be easily identified without annoying so much the workers with the actual 
methodologies. These concepts are under assumption that data collection by event log is 
available. 
3- Document the evidences: After recollect information,
databases or logs and, paying attention to the strengths and weaknesses found above, 
documents the implementation of the practices, the followed procedure and the found 
evidences. 
This step is based on the previous one, data i
conclusions are extracted and, consequently, the assessment team needs to document 
these evidences. Out of this and, based on (CMMI Product Team, 2006; Pino et al., 2007;
Pleeger, 1995; Robbins, 2004), the next table s
step and the used tools.
 
Objectives of CMMI Assessment
Document the evidences. 
 
Therefore, if in the previous step there is already the usage of Process Mining, this 
documentation will be easier to make.
4- Generate the evaluation results: According to the above, in the last step the team
valuation according to the satisfaction with the process areas. The tools used in this case are 
the decision of the assessment team evaluating the results. Consequently, Process Mining 
cannot be helpful here. 
Identified the weaknesses of CMMI As
one of Process Mining, one can see if there is or not connection between both studied concepts, 
Process Mining and CMMI Assessment. These possible matches will be studied more in
knowing in consequence if the tool of Process Mining and every one of their four perspectives could 
be helpful for solving those weaknesses or at least, helping the process where the weaknesses is 
involved. All these matches (and also, the mismatches) founded dur
for the evaluation, the evaluation itself and also, those that can help the company to solve problems 
that actual CMMI Model not solves are developed on following sections.
3. Matches between Process Mining and CMMI Assessment
Process Mining exploits data and uses for extracting the derivate conclusions that every different 
perspective can show and consequently, know if the used tools and resources were the most 
adequate or not. Following are several examples for the different 
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 weaknesses of the company 
 the assessment team by using 
s already collected on databases, the 
hows the correlation between this present 
 
 Used tools 
Database where the information was collected.
- Standard (Microsoft Access is the most 
common)  
- Personalized 
Programs where data was analyzed.
- MINITAB, Event Viewer, etc. 
 
sessment and knowing if it is possible to connect data with the 
ing the planning and preparation 
 
perspectives. 
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As it is said in the previous section, Control
between tasks. This perspective shows if the designed process is really followed, if there is any task 
skipped but also if every task is executed
can see missing of data or errors in the production of the process either by not following the right or 
official process or not be generated by the correct originator. 
On the other hand, knowing the schedule performance of the process, Performance Perspective 
identifies the throughput time, the bottlenecks and other limited capacity resources that will show if 
the company is correctly planning and implementing CMMI, which the weak points
can continue improving and, in general, if the company is improving their performance or not.
CMMI Assessment pays special attention to the fact that the roles of the personal and their 
responsibilities on the product are well defined and documented. 
the attention especially on the relations among the persons involved on the process showing who is 
working with whom and which work is everybody doing. On this way, CMMI appraisers know easily 
which the responsibilities of the personal are, if these responsibilities are correctly defined when 
possible defects appear and which are the stakeholders of the processes.
Finally, Case perspective focuses the attention of how data influence the process discovering 
possible process path. This information is useful for knowing if the process is following the correct 
direction. 
The correlation of Process Mining for CMMI Assessment starts directly during the preparation for 
the evaluation. When the assessment team is defined, their fir
evidences of the improvement of the processes recollecting and analyzing data. Using Process 
Mining, this step becomes easier because with the usage of the four perspectives listed above, the 
assessment team will identify the potential strengths and the weaknesses of the process with more 
comfortably either use Performance perspective that focus more on the limited capacity resources, 
Control -flow or Case perspective for knowing if the pattern that data is following
not or others. Also, the usage of Process Mining not relies with the judgment of the stakeholders 
and consequently, is a more objective tool than the interviews or the questionnaires.
During the evaluation itself, the four perspectives 
weaknesses are really affecting the performance of the organization, if there are several weaknesses 
not identified previously and will help to verify if the maturity level that the organization wants to 
assure is correctly implanted or not. Examples of how Process Mining can help on this way are listed 
above. 
Otherwise, as it is said, nowadays there is the usage of databases for collect data
standard marketed databases or personal databases
considered also a database because recollects the information from the process with the aim of 
analyze it. Consequently, the fact of how to collect data, under the assumption that the implantation 
of event log is available can be also solved by Process Mining and his tool, event log.
For knowing if event log is available, each record of the company needs to refer to a document and 
document status, each record have to refers to a person and also, has their own
Nowadays, there are several information systems that are already implemented in companies that 
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st step is to obtain and analyze initial 
of Process Mining can discover if the potential 
 for every single organization. Event log can be 
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can help to join data of this way for, in consequence, can use Process Mining there. Based on 
(Kindler et al., 2005), several examples of these kinds
- Transaction-based Systems provide information in a form about the different transactions of 
the company. As examples, one can mention ERP or CRM among others. 
- Product Data Management Systems, which are the normal systems
data for a particular process can also, provide input information that can be useful for 
implement Process Mining.
If the organizations are already implementing these kinds of systems, the usage of event logs and, 
consequently, the usage of Process Mining will not be so hard to implement.
Out from the topic of databases and returning to the matches between CMMI Assessment and 
Process Mining, there is the moment when the results are showed. I
organization are not agree with the results of the assessment, would be because of the tools and 
resources used during the implementation of CMMI were not the adequate or that the company 
didn’t implement correctly the model.
On other side, different from above there 
after the implantation of the standard of CMMI (these problems are divided into 
technical and human problems
problems can decrease with the usage of Process Mining because some of them are related with
non-analyzed field or a not completely solved performance problems. For solving these problems, on 
the standard CMMI is common the use of the concept ‘second run’ based on returnin
the process areas of the actual maturity level and discover if there were totally well implemented. 
With the usage of Process Mining, this fact could not be necessary because Process Mining probably 
will show non-identified problems of the r
databases.  
4. Mismatches between Process Mining and CMMI Assessment
On the previous section we saw the matches between Process Mining and CMMI Assessment. We 
identified where the appraisals can use Pro
CMMI Appraisal method, SCAMPI or where Process Mining can be used as a helpful weapon for 
identify defects on the implantation of CMMI model. But Process Mining cannot be the only tool 
used for assess CMMI because there are several points of the assessment where Process Mining 
cannot act. Following, these points will be named and developed.
First of all, Process Mining is probably not an option if the organization wants to implement one type 
of evaluation that differs from Class A. The 
methods want a fast, cheap and not in
defined that the most useful tools are interviews and questionnaires wit
Implant Process Mining on this case will be not helpful because provides a level of cost and a level of 
in-depth that is not sought in this class.
Also, on Class B evaluations, the implementation of Process Mining is not so cle
more level of in-depth than Class C methods, Class B is specially designed for pre
assess it is normally used tools like diagrams for knowing the weaknesses. The usage of Process 
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f the appraisals or the own 
 
is the fact that nowadays, there are common problems 
 and were developed on ‘Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment’
eal processes that probably are not showed on the normal 
cess Mining for solving the weaknesses of the Standard 
 
organizations that want to implement Class
-depth assessment. Because of these reasons, SEI already 
h the involved stakeholders. 
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Mining has a level of in-depth that t
be a helpfully tool for helping the assessment of this class, we are not recommend it because will 
provide an excessive level of in-depth and also will increment the cost in a way that is no
this Class. 
But, also if the company can use perfectly the tool of Process Mining, there are more singular points 
where Process Mining will not be helpful. 
The first one is that Process Mining will not clear the conduction of the evaluation. T
abstract procedure that has no clear steps if the team is not well experienced. How to verify and 
validate objective evidences and how extract this information are not clear steps and if the team has 
not the sufficient experience working in C
this concept will not be easy. As it is said, Process Mining cannot help to clarify it.
Following last paragraph, also not being a helpful tool for helping the appraisals, Process Mining will 
not be helpfully for the own employees of the company for reducing their workload. The employees 
will continue need to familiarize with the new processes that the company is implanting for increase 
their performance. Process Mining will not help to reduce the worklo
of interviews and questionnaires that normally CMMI appraisal do because part of the information 
extracted from interviews can be extracted from the Event Log and the conclusions that Process 
Mining provides that are also mor
On the other hand, going more in depth in how to analyze data for extracting conclusions, Process 
Mining in contradistinction to MINITAB, the nowadays most common program used for the CMMI 
Appraisals, cannot provide direct and clear information as MINITAB provides. Process Mining can 
identify if an attribute is valid or not but also MINITAB can do it with the application of Pareto Charts 
for knowing the importance of every attribute or with the usage of factoria
there is any combination of effects that are the basis of the any problem that the appraisals are 
looking for. Consequently, the best way for coming up with the CMMI Assessment will be the usage 
of both programs, corroborating the 
But, also having an experienced team and the company well prepared for their assessment, Process 
Mining can be only a helpful tool for discovering possible defects extracted from data if this one is 
recollected correctly and is recollected on the weak points. For this reason is really important that 
also the assessment requirements will be totally based on the needs of the organization and also, 
the team and the own company needs to know that the prob
company, if they focus in one department or one section, normally the problems can only decrease 
but not extinguish because is common that problems of one section connects with others from other 
sections. 
5. Mismatches between Process Mining and the pre
Assessment  
But, out from the evaluation itself, Process Mining has mismatches also with the pre
CMMI Assessment. On this section, this concept will be developed.
As it is said during the entire present thesis, Process Mining is a methodology for extracting 
information from data collection but if data is not already collected, is not useful. For this reason, 
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before starting collecting data, CMMI appraisal cannot have benefits from the metho
for analyze the requirements that the system needs nor  how to difference between the product 
requirements and the ones from the customers, information that is useful for knowing in which way 
the company is improving. 
Other problem not solved with Process Mining is that cannot decide which members or how many of 
them need the team for coming up properly with the evaluation. These concepts will be decided in 
coordination between SEI and the own organization based on experienced people that kno
process. Process Mining could be helpfully for discovering the actual roles but probably a previous 
data collection with only this aim will not be useful.
And also, as it said on the section ‘
Process Mining is only helpfully for discovering defects from data if this is recollected correctly and 
on the correct points. If not, the problems of the company will not be solved. For this reason is really 
important the good definition of the assessmen
organization. 
6. Summary of the Chapter
On ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment’, we entered on the main 
goal of the Thesis: find if Process Mining can be helpful for improve CMMI Assessme
specially on Class A SCAMPI Appraisal Method because is the most common one and, also, is the 
most in-depth SCAMPI Method. 
On the present Chapter, after realizing an Introduction about both concepts, Process Mining CMMI 
Assessment, on section ‘2. Methodology for matching Process Mining as a tool for carrying out 
CMMI Assessments’, we defined the followed methodology that we used for finding matches 
between Process Mining and CMMI Assessment. This methodology is applied both for the 
assessment itself and for the plan and preparation to it because it is based on the steps defined on 
‘Chapter 5. CMMI Assessment’. The points where Process Mining can be really helpful were clarified 
by the usage of tables showing which the tools that are implemented 
any connection between these tools and the tool of Software Process Mining.
Afterwards, on section ‘3. Matches between Process Mining and CMMI Assessment’
concretely which these matches are and we tried to connec
Process Mining developed on ‘Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis’. On the other hand, we 
discovered that Process Mining is not the remedy for all the weaknesses of CMMI Assessments and, 
connecting, on section ‘4. Mismatches between Process Mining and CMMI Assessment’ and on 
section ‘5. Mismatches between Process Mining and the pre
also commented the points were Process Mining is non
finding that, there are mismatches both on the CMMI Assessments itself but, also, on the pre
conditions of this Assessments like that, Process mining cannot be used is data is not already 
collected or to decide which are the best members of the organization for b
team.  
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Chapter 7. Tools of Process Mining for supporting 
CMMI Assessment of concrete Process Areas
1. Introduction 
On the previous ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment
discovered that the matches and mismatches between the tool Process Mining and the standard 
way for assess the CMMI Model, the SCAMP
concretely these matches and mismatches.
On that Chapter, we described a methodology followed for matching both concepts, assessment of 
CMMI and the tool of Process Mining for using it as a tool for supporting the own CMMI assessment.
But the methodology described 
Assessment’ was focused especially on how to find the matches where Process Mining can improve 
the standard assessment of CMMI: which are the connections between both concepts during the 
planning of the evaluation and the evaluation itself. 
But, for assessing CMMI, for coming up with the assessment itself, the appraisal team needs to 
assure that the organization is taking care and is implementing correctly every single process area 
inside every different maturity level of the CMMI Model. 
On the present Chapter, we will develop a standard methodology that the user can follow for 
identify the matches between the assessment of a particular process area and the tool of Process 
Mining. For assuring that this methodology is working correctly, we will apply it on two different 
concrete process areas: Decision Analysis and Resolution and Organizational Process Focus, both 
from CMMI maturity level 3. 
2. Standard Methodology for finding matches between CMMI 
Areas and the tool of Process Mining
As it is said in the introduction, in order to answer the research question “How can Process Mining 
help in assessing software processes using SCAMPI method?”, we performed the steps mentioned 
following. 
1- We studied in depth the SCAMPI Appraisal Method, its aim and goals. As important 
information, we need to note that as it is showed on ‘Chapter
for supporting CMMI Assessment
Method because is the most common one and
Method. 
2- We selected two CMMI Process Areas and we studied both generic and specific 
practices. As it is said in the Introduction of the present Chapter and will be developed 
on the following sections, these two Process Areas are: Decision Analysis and Resolution 
and Operational Process Focus, both from CMMI Maturity Level 3. 
The reason for selecting these two process areas is because on CMMI Maturity Level 3, 
the project control is already s
Inside CMMI Maturity Level 3, we selected these two concretes process areas because 
CMMI Assessment of concrete 
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the concepts of both process areas are totally different and
Process Focus, the usage of Pr
Decision Analysis and Resolution, the usage of Process Mining is not direct. 
3- In line with SCAMPI, we attempted to identify necessary data to that process area need 
for their assessment
4- Comparing these dat
the conclusions whether a certain Process Mining method can provide some of that 
data.  
Consequently and, under the assumption that the data necessary for this particular 
Process Mining is available and also, that the usage of event logs on the process is 
possible, we will decide if use Process Mining for improve CMMI Assessment is a 
possible tool or not.
 
On the following sections, this methodology will be applied on the mentioned process a
3. Definitions of terms as defined in CMMI and SCAMPI documents
 But before starting applying the methodology to the process areas ‘Decision Analysis and 
Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’, we need to define few terms that will be used on th
following sections. These terms are related with the concept of Institutionalization. As we will see, 
the concept of institutionalization will be a vital concept in the generic goal and the generic practice 
descriptions and, consequently, on the general 
The concept Institutionalization implies that the process is ingrained in the way the work is 
performed and, that there is commitment and consistency to performing the process (CMMI Product 
Team, 2006). 
There are three different levels 
These levels are: 
- Institutionalize a performed process: A performed process is a process that accomplishes the 
work necessary to satisfy the specific goals of a process area.
- Institutionalize a managed process: A managed process is a performed process that is 
planned and executed in accordance with a policy. This kind of process employs skilled 
people having adequate resources to produce controlled outputs, involves the relevant 
stakeholders and is monitored, controlled and reviewed in adherence to its process 
description. 
- Institutionalize a defined process: A defined process is a managed process that is tailored 
from the organization’s set of standard processes according to the organizat
guidelines. This process has a maintained process description and contributes process 
related experiences to the organizational process assets.
 
Once known these concepts, on the following sections the methodology related on the 
Standard Methodology for finding matches between CMMI Process Areas and the tool of Process 
Mining’ will be applied for the process areas ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’ and ‘Organizational 
Process Focus’. 
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4. Decision Analysis and Resolution
The purpose of Decision Analysis and Resolution is 
a formal evaluation process that evaluates
Product Team, 2006). 
This area is has basically application in the technical process area but also can be applied in non
technical problems, especially when the project 
solved. In this case, the evaluation criteria are useful for taking a formal evaluatio
A formal evaluation process is a structured approach for evaluating alternative solutions against 
established criteria to determine a recommended solution to address in issue but not all the 
decisions are so important for require this kind of pr
project and determined for guidelines established by the companies. Based on (Software Quality 
Assurance, 2011), typical guidelines that are followed by the companies are the following:
- When a decision is corre
maturity level 3 ‘Risk Management’ focus on how could one decides the risk level of every 
possible decision. 
- When a decision is related with changing work product.
- When a decision can cause de
projects.  
Out of this, several examples of problems that can be analyzed by this step are related normally with 
the performance of the processes, the cost of the materials or the possibility of i
lifecycle, the design risk or the production costs, among others.
4.1. Specific Process Involved
The formal evaluation process for develop the ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’ step involves the 
following actions (CMMI Product Team,2006; Software 
- Establish the evaluation criteria.
- Identify the alternatives solutions.
- Select the methods for evaluate these alternatives.
- Evaluate the alternative solutions with the established criteria and methods.
- Select the solutions based o
  In the following diagram, these steps are related in a more clear way:
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Figure 7.1. 
As one can see on the previous ‘Figure
from (Bahill, 2009), the present process is not
liking of the company. 
Below, these steps are developed:
4.1.1. Establish evaluation criteria
The evaluation criteria is the base for generate solutio
requirements, the possible business cases and, the aims and needs that need to be documented in a 
proper way. Several examples of criteria are technological limitations or environmental impact.
There is also necessary to identify the range and the scale for classify these criteria normally using 
formulas that relate the evaluation parameter with a numerical weight. 
Normally, these criteria are classified according with the range reflecting the needs, the aims an
priorities of the involved stakeholders. These criteria, by the usage of the scale assigned previously, 
will be divided for their relative importance and they will be documented for the posterior selection 
or, on the other hand, their rejection (Soft
4.1.1.1. Tools 
There is not a standard or a program for establish criteria. The common usage is a brainstorming 
session in concordance with market research, quizzes or customer report that can be helpful for 
taking decisions (Ritter and Brassard, 1998). 
For number the criteria, it is useful 
and the correspondent coefficient that help to decide the importance of the criteria. If the 
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coefficient is large, the criteria will be more important (CMMI Product Te
Brassard, 1998). 
4.1.2. Identify alternative solutions
The aim of this sub-step is that with several alternatives solutions in the beginning of an analysis, 
increases the probability of an acceptable decision and the derivate consequences. Th
alternatives can be as unusual as the company wants but on the other hand, needs to satisfy all 
mandatory requirements, otherwise, will be rejected immediately.
For growing the project, first of all is necessary searching literature for knowing what ot
similar situations. This fact can show a more in
alternatives to consider and the possible problems that can occur during the implementation.
When the search is already done, starts the selection of the
identifying the priorities of the interested parts (Software Quality Assurance, 2011). 
4.1.2.1. Tools 
First of all, as it is said, it is common the usage of previous experiences, know what other companies 
did on similar cases. For reach this goal, is useful the research on literature.
Once known which were the solutions that other companies implanted, it is necessary the 
contributions of the interested parts and their experiences. Know their preferences or experiences, 
can help to the teams to identify the limitations of every possible alternative. These limitations can 
be solved by a brainstorming session that can stimulate the situation with the fast interaction. 
Out from brainstorming, interviews with experimented personal 
search of historical data of the processes companies but also, paying attention to market research 
could be a useful tools that will help to discover possible alternatives (Bahill, 2009).
4.1.3. Select Evaluation Methods
The methods for evaluate alternatives solutions in concordance with the established criteria could 
vary depending of the possible simulations that the organization wants to do, the availability of the 
used information for supporting the method or, the 
company will take in every different moment. 
When the methods are selected and implanted, one concept that the organization needs to know 
and take care of it, is the fact that the simulations could be modified by random activ
with the process. 
For supporting the evaluation methods, is necessary to take into account the possible cost, the 
timetable, the performance and the possible derivate risks (Software Quality Assurance, 2011).
4.1.3.1. Tools 
The selection of methods is normally done by brainstorming and, varies depending on the analysis of 
the decision and the availability of information during the process. Normally, the methods are 
different when the requirements are not well defined as if they are.
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The typical evaluation methods are: simulation or modeling, manufacturing and cost studies, surveys 
and questionnaires, revision of existing systems or derivation based on previous experiences.
On the other hand, the organizations needs to take care of the fact that the 
for activities not related with the process; this is called noise and can affect the final result, helping 
to take wrong decisions (Bahill, 2009; Ritter and Brassard, 1998; Software Quality Assurance, 2011). 
4.1.4. Evaluate the Alternatives and Select the Solution
All the previous steps have the match in this step because the company needs to evaluate the 
alternatives solutions using the criteria and the methods defined previously.
Evaluation means analyze, discuss and review all
and needs of new simulations or piloting for extract punctuation or conclusions for every alternative.
Sometimes, the usage of one criterion cannot differentiate so much between alternatives. In this 
case, the selection can be not clear and the organization needs to know if the difference is so 
important for select one option or not. Also, the criteria can be modified if the company considers 
this appropriate or maybe, directly, new alternative solution
process. Because of this reason, this step is considered a cyclic process.
When the best alternative is already selected, the derivate risks need to be evaluated. Sometimes 
these decisions should do with incomplete i
analysis for control all the risks (Anonymous, 2005; CMMI Product Team, 2006; Norausky, 2004; 
Software Quality Assurance, 2011).
After the final selection, all the process needs to be documented and justify
changes as well the results of interim evaluations.
4.1.4.1. Tools 
As it is said above, models, simulations or piloting could be useful for the selection of the final 
alternative.  
Out of this, the typical way to work is the establishment of 
the different criteria. This is called ‘Rank’ and when higher is the score, better is the solution for this 
specific criterion. 
Once the solutions are ranked for each evaluation criteria, the total score for each solu
computed. At the same time, each evaluation criteria has a coefficient. The total score is the 
summation of all the ranks multiplied for the consequent coefficient. With this tool, the higher score 
will represent the better solution choice. 
The following table extracted from (Roth et al., 2010; Akao, 1994) provides an example of this 
methodology. 
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As it is said above, the solution with the highest total score shall be selected. 
In the past example, solution A would be the winner. The problem is that not always the solution is 
so evident, several times the total of two or
more evaluation criteria will need to be exposed (Roth et al., 2010; Akao, 1994).
Out of the showed table, there is also several methods for combining data and evaluate alternatives. 
Examples can be Multi-Attribute Utility Technique (MAUT) that use rational methods for avoid the 
difficulties of the alternatives. The problem of this technique is that is focused specially on the 
materials science. Other possible options are the decision trees, the fi
Function Deployment, that transforms the demands to design quality for achieving into subsystems. 
Quality Function Deployment method is useful to transform customer needs into engineering 
characteristics but is also interesting 
characteristics (Bahill, 2009; Bhagat, 2010; Roth et al., 2010).
4.2. Users’ Questions and Relation with Process Mining
On this process area, there are some derived generic questions that need to be 
for ensure the step of Decision Analysis and Resolution is done. Related with (CMMI Product Team, 
2006), these questions are the following:
- Are achieved the specific goals?
- Is institutionalized a managed process?
- Is institutionalized a defined process?
- Is institutionalized a quantitatively managed process?
- Is institutionalized an optimized process?
For finding the connections with Process Mining of every different generic questions, we will explore 
deeply every question knowing that the u
not already executed and data is not already collected (Baumert, 1992; CMMI Development Team, 
2006; Samalikova, 2011; SCAMPI Upgrade Team, 2011; Trinity
As a note and before develop 
when the process is already executed and data can be collected. According with this sentence, on 
the following section, all the practices will be developed but the usage of Process Mining 
developed on those ones where the process is already executed.
Evaluation 
Criteria 
Coefficient
X 5 
Y 3 
Z 1 
Total 
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Solution A Solution B 
4 3 
3 2 
2 2 
31 23 
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4.2.1. Achieve Specific Goals
The process supports and enables achievement of the specific goals of the process area by 
transforming identifiable input work products to produce identifiab
(4.2.1. Achieve Specific Goals) includes the following practices:
4.2.1.1. Perform Specific Practices
Perform the specific practices of the decision analysis and resolution process to develop work 
products and provide services to a
Process Mining can help to improve the realization of the sub
other hand, talking in assessment terms, Process Mining by the usage of the four perspectives 
commented on ‘Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis
well implementing the selected solution.
4.2.2. Institutionalize a Managed Process
The organization needs to institutionalize a process as a managed process.
(4.2.2. Institutionalize a Managed Process) includes the following practices:
4.2.2.1. Establish an Organizational Policy
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain an organizational policy for planning and 
performing the decision analysis and resolutio
This policy establishes organizational expectations for selectively analyze possible decisions by using 
a formal evaluation process that evaluates the alternatives by established criteria.
4.2.2.2. Plan the Process 
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain the plan for performing the decision analysis and 
resolution process.  
4.2.2.3. Provide Resources 
The aim of this practice is to provide the adequate resources for perform the decision analysis and 
resolution process, developing the
As the process is not already executed and consequently, data cannot be collected in the event log 
form, the usage of Process Mining cannot help to this practice.
4.2.2.4. Assign Responsibility 
The aim of this practice is to assign responsibility and authority for performing the process, 
developing the work products, and providing the services of the decision analysis and resolution 
process. 
4.2.2.5. Train People 
The aim of this practice is train the
resolution process. This specific training is based on how to decide which alternative is better and to 
train the people with the methods for evaluate the alternatives.
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4.2.2.6. Manage Configurations
The aim of this practice is to place designated work products of the present process area under the 
appropriate levels of control.  
4.2.2.7. Identify and Involve Relevant Stakeholders
The aim of this practice is to identify and involve the relevant stak
and resolution process as planned.
4.2.2.8. Monitor and Control the Process
The aim of this practice is to monitor and control the decision analysis and resolution process against 
the plan for performing the process and ta
product and measures used on this practice are cost
processes and a schedule for the execution of a trade study.
Differently from the previously practices, 
with the process execution. 
According with (Baumert and McWhinney, 1992; SCAMPI Upgrade Team, 2011; Trinity
the sub-practices that the appraisals will need to do on this 
1. Evaluate actual progress and performance against the plan for performing the process.
evaluations are of the process, its work products, and its services.
on the number of completed and still opened 
expected one. 
These data is provided by a basic overview of a process (for example, a log inspection in Process 
Mining), the Control-Flow perspective (process model discovery and conformance checking) and 
Performance perspective (throughput time calculation and bottleneck analysis). The analysis could 
be also performed on a filtered set of cases based on case attributes (for example, calculating 
separately throughput time for cases with high, medium and
2. Review accomplishments and results of the process against the plan for performing the process.
Data needed is number of completed cases and still opened cases and the timestamps of start and 
end events. 
These data is provided by Control
and also, LTL checking) also giving extra information like if the task originators are the expected 
ones. 
3. Review activities, status, and results of the process with the immedia
responsible for the process and identify issues.
immediate level of management with appropriate visibility into the process based on the day
monitoring and controlling of the process. 
These data is provided by an overview of the process like a log inspection in Process Mining and the 
usage of the four perspectives depending on the problem that the appraisals wants to look for.
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4. Identify and evaluate the effects of significant deviati
process. Data needed is sequence of the cases and tasks and number of completed and opened 
tasks. 
This concept is provided by Process Mining with the usage of Control
checking) 
5. Identify problems in the plan for performing the process and in the execution of the process.
needed is the categorization of cases based on their performance, execution times per tasks, etc.
These data is provided by Performance perspective by the usage of th
bottleneck analysis and performance sequence analysis.
6. Take corrective action when requirements and objectives are not being satisfied, when issues are 
identified, or when progress differs significantly from the plan for pe
These corrective actions include remedial actions to repair defective work products or changes on 
the plan including adjusts on the resources.
4.2.2.9. Objectively Evaluate Adherence
The aim of this practice is to objectively evaluate
process against its process description, standards and procedures.
Tools for coming up with this practice are the evaluation of the alternatives by the established 
criteria and methods. Out of this, for ev
team needs to know how the actual process is, how many cases follows the process or if these cases 
are following a certain path.  
These data are provided by Control
checking) and also Case perspective (decision analysis).
4.2.2.10. Review Status with Higher Level Management
The aim of this practice is to review the activities, status and results of the decision analysis and 
resolution with higher level management and resolve issues for provide visibility into the process.
The aim of Process Mining by their four perspectives is to discover how the real process looks like. 
Consequently, by having a look on the log inspection, the appraisal te
process. 
4.2.3. Institutionalize a Defined Process
The aim of this generic practice is to establish
area Decision Analysis and Resolution with the aim of using it for future i
 (4.2.3. Institutionalize a Defined Process) includes the following practices:
4.2.3.1. Establish a Defined Process
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain the description of a defined decision analysis 
and resolution process. For reach this goal, the organization need to clarify properly all the steps 
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followed, well documenting all the steps done on this process area from the election of evaluation 
criteria and methods to the selected solution.
Process Mining cannot help on this 
4.2.3.2. Collect Improvement Information
The aim of this practice is to collect work products, measures and improvement information derived 
from planning and performing the decision analysis and resolution process to support the future use 
and improvement of the organization’s processes. After collecting this information, all these 
concepts need to be well documented for their inclusion in the organization’s process asset library 
and for the aim that the organization can know which the future impr
Examples of work products that this practice provides are, for example: the number of considered 
alternatives, the evaluation results or the recommended solutions to address significant issues.
Normally this data collection is done by usin
that varies respecting on the class of assessment that the company is coming
Mining can be a helpful tool for collecting the measures of these practices and support the decisions 
about the future of the organization processes.
4.2.4. Institutionalize a 
The aim of this generic practice is to institutionalize the process in a quantitatively managed way 
paying attention to the performance of the process for assuri
(4.2.4. Institutionalize a Quantitatively Managed
4.2.4.1. Establish Quantitative Objectives for the Process
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain quantitative objectives for t
management process, which address quality and process performance, based on customer needs 
and business objectives. 
Process Mining cannot help to establish these kinds of objectives.
4.2.4.2. Stabilize Sub process Performance
The aim of the second practice inside GG4 is to stabilize the performance of one or more sub
processes to determine the ability of configuration management process to achieve the established 
quantitative quality and process performance objectives.
Data needed in this practice is the timestamps of start and end of the events, the maxim throughput 
time and which are the resources of limited capacity.
These data is provided by the Performance Perspective of Process Mining (Performance 
perspective). Also, Case perspective c
affects to the routing of the process and, consequently, their performance process.
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4.2.5. Institutionalize an Optimized
Finally, the goal of the last generic practice is to institutionalize 
identifying the defects and correct in concordance.
(4.2.4. Institutionalize an Optimizing 
4.2.5.1. Ensure Continuous Process Improvement
This concept means the continuous 
fulfilling the relevant business objectives of the organization.
For coming up with this procedure, the organization in conjunction with the appraisal team needs to 
know perfectly how the process is going on, which are the areas to improve and how can these areas 
improve. 
These data is provided by a log inspection in 
Process Mining and Analysis’, the own aim of Process Mining is to discover
process is working. Consequently, by their application, the appraisal team can discover where are 
the possible improvements that the organization can apply for continues with their process of 
maturity. 
4.2.5.2. Correct Root Causes of P
The aim of the last practice is to identify the root causes of defects and other problems that are 
inside the decision analysis and resolution process and correct them for the improvement.
Similarly to the previous practice ‘Ensure Continuous Proce
practice is know perfectly how the processes are evolving, where are the problems or the weak 
points for, in consequence, improve them as much as possible.
If these problems are related with the performance of the proc
(throughput time calculation and bottleneck analysis) can help for the detection of these weak 
points. But, these problems cannot be related only with the topic of the performance. In this case, 
depending on the problem, it can
For knowing which points are the ones that every Process Mining’s perspectives refers, take a look 
on ‘Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis
4.3. Summary Table 
After presenting all the possible matches that the user can find between the tool of Process Mining 
and the process of CMMI Assessment on the concrete process area ‘Decision Analysis and 
Resolution’, we will present a summary table for make clear and synthesize all the presented 
relation between both concepts.
Generic Practices Relation with Process Mining
Achieve Specific Goals Process Mining can 
implementing the selected solution; if the processes are following the 
expected patterns.
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Institutionalize a 
Managed Process 
Process Mining can help on the sub 
execution by 
the process procedures and 
Institutionalize a 
Defined Process 
Process Mining can provide which the possible improvements of the 
process can be and consequently, help to support the decisions about the 
future of the organization’s processes.
Institutionalize a 
Quantitatively 
Managed Process 
Process Mining can provide information about the performance of the 
proce
Institutionalize an 
Optimized Process 
Process Mining can help to 
organization can improve continuously and
root causes of the problem if they are related with the perspectives of 
Process Mining.
 
5. Organizational Process Focus
While being all CMMI a process for 
focuses on the topic. The aim of this process area is to plan and implant the organizational improves 
based on the strengths and weaknesses of the organizational processes and actives including
measurement of the processes, the results of the evaluations or the recommendations, among 
others, with the most careful planning for assure that the improves will be well executed (Software 
Quality Assurance, 2011). 
One important part for come up wit
to take care about the timeline of the evaluation and needs to know which the scope of the 
evaluation is. 
All the project planning needs to be well documented explaining the weaknesses that the
will need to solve, paying special attention on, when and how the improve will be implemented on 
the organization and, also, if there is needed the test of a pilot before the implementation of the 
selected solution (CMMI Product Team, 2006; Hef
Below, all the steps for perform the process area ‘Organizational Process Focus’ will be developed.
5.1. Specific Process Involved
The present process area has clear steps because, as it is said above, it is based on the way to 
implement process for improve. Follow this direction, the steps that ‘Organizational Process Focus’ 
follow are listed and developed below based on (CMMI Product Team, 2006; Software Quality 
Assurance, 2011). 
- Determine the opportunities for improve processes.
- Plan and implement the improvements on the processes.
- Implement and incorporate the organizational actives developed in previous steps.
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5.1.1. Determine the opportunities for improve processes
Periodically the strengths and the weaknesses of every company needs to be identified an
consequently, improve them for continue satisfying the organization needs, taking into account all 
the different parts of the company and the lifecycle of every product. Normally the most typical 
process areas are related with finances, quality, human re
First of all, the needs of the process organization need to be identified and documented paying 
attention to the normal procedure of every process and their performance and productivity. Also, 
the needs of the company vary depending 
are following. Examples of objectives that can be improved are throughput time, productivity or the 
elimination of defects (Glazer et al., 2008; Humphrey et al., 2001).
When the processes that need to 
that will be used for the evaluations. Criteria are normally based in an international normative or a 
comparison with standards specifying the characteristics of time and efforts that the co
considers necessary. 
After this step, the organization needs to identify the possible improvements. The typical ways and 
tools for determine improvements are explained below.
5.1.1.1.Tools 
For knowing which can be the parts to improve, normally the c
data of other companies or, they base their decisions in interviews with the stakeholders of every 
process. Several companies use already database for knowing if the results corroborate what the 
interviews says or for directly, for knowing what results say and take decisions in consequence. 
Advancing opinions, this concept is one of the main aims that Process Mining provides.
On the other hand, according with (CMMI Product Team, 2006), the usual techniques that help to 
determine and also prioritize the possible improvements to apply are:
- An analysis of the deficiencies that compares the actual conditions with the optimal 
conditions. 
- A force field analysis for identify the potential borders and, consequently, strategies for 
break them down. This analysis is based on the identification of the restrictive strengths that 
difficult the growing of a product or a process and also the impulsive strengths that motivate 
the company (Krell, 2009).
- A cause and effect analysis for knowing 
that can be seen in advance.
The most common way for come up with these analyses is a brainstorming of the stakeholders with 
the adequate data extracted from interviews or other options.
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5.1.2. Plan and implem
For getting the success of the improvements, is necessary a good planning of the measures defined 
previously. For this reason, it is useful to create the called plans of actions that are used for identify 
the strategies, the approaches and actions for come up with the improvements previously defined. 
These plans of actions include the aims of the 
actions, the derived responsibilities, the methodology for determine the efficien
finally, the associated risks that these improvements could cause (CMMI Product Team, 2006).
If the plans are accepted for the organization, the implementation can start documenting all the 
process with the most accuracy. 
Normally this plans of actions needs of pilots for tasting the possible improvements, exams of the 
activities and revisions of the processes for discovering the weak points.
5.1.2.1. Tools 
The plans of action are developed jointly for the direction and the teams that
product. They are the responsible of the establishment of strategies to follow and also, they are the 
responsible of the task of supervising the activities (Software Quality Assurance, 2011).
5.1.3. Implement and Incorporate the Organizat
On the process area ‘Organizational Process Definition’, the organization defines the organizational 
actives. These actives are the standards that the organization will maintain in the future. They are 
related with the different hierarchic le
On the process area ‘Organizational Process Definition’, these actives are documented containing 
the consequent description of the used methodology and also the methodology that will be used for 
the revision paying attention to the most critical facts and explaining the relations with the other 
elements of the process.  
The typical actives are normally descriptions of the lifecycle models, the adaptation criteria for the 
organization like a new line of pro
realize, store and analyze the measurements, the norms for a correct environment on the 
organization and if it’s necessary an organization of the processes actives, the establish of a librar
for store the descriptions and procedures of the processes, the development, acquisition and quality 
plans among others (CMMI Product Team, 2006).
After define the actives, on the present process area: ‘Organizational Process Focus’, these actives 
will be implemented on the organization.
Similarly as previously, the display of these actives needs to be well documented and done in an 
order way for assure that they will be executing in a proper way the process. 
For implementing these actives, the organizat
adopted in every step of the process and identify the necessary resources for supporting the usage 
of actives.  
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When the actives will be finally implemented, is it possible that the effect will not be 
in this case, the changes needs to be well documented.
All the process of implement the actives needs of the supervision and monitoring of the organization 
and the posterior evaluation that will determine which the methods or the tools that c
for continuing with the improvement
and, in general, will show if the planned approach is correctly followed and 
results are the expected or not (CMMI Pro
5.1.3.1. Tools 
The present sub step is, similarly at previous, an implementation and posterior evaluation. The 
decision for implementing the process needs to be decided for the direction, being supported 
guidelines that the established actives shows for the deployment on the total of the organization. 
But on the other hand, it’s common that the employees gives their opinion about which can be the 
topics to improve (DeWitt, 2010).
For come up with the evaluation, the usual tools are data measurements and registers of the 
implemented actives for, in this way, assure about the quality of the product and also the fulfillment 
of the results. 
5.2. Users’ Questions and Relation with Process Mining
Process Mining could be a powerful 
develops needs to be assessed 
arise from this assessment. 
Out of this, for accomplishing with the present Pro
2006) the generic questions that need to be answered correctly on this process area refers to the 
following topics: 
- Are achieved the specific goals?
- Is institutionalized a managed process?
- Is institutionalized a defined process?
- Is institutionalized a quantitatively managed process?
- Is institutionalized an optimized process?
Following the same methodology followed on the process area ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’, 
for finding the connections with Process Mi
deeply every question knowing that the usage of Process Mining will not be possible if the process is 
not already executed and data is not already collected (Baumert, 1992; CMMI Development Team, 
2006; Samalikova, 2011; SCAMPI Upgrade Team, 2011; Trinity
As a note and before develop the generic practices, say that Process Mining can only be helpful 
when the process is already executed and data can be collected. According with this sente
the following section, all the practices will be developed but the usage of Process Mining will be only 
developed on those ones where the process is already executed.
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5.2.1. Achieve Specific Goals
The process supports and enables achievement of the speci
transforming identifiable input work products to produce identifiable output work products.
(5.2.1. Achieve Specific Goals) includes the following practices:
5.2.1.1. Perform Specific Practices
Perform the specific practices of the organizational process focus process to develop work products 
and provide services to achieve the specific goals of the process area.
Process Mining can help to improve the realization of the sub
because can be a really helpful tool for discover during the process improvement, where are the 
weak points and focus the improvements or that direction. 
But, on the other hand, talking in assessment terms, Process Mining by the usage of the four 
perspectives commented on ‘Chapter 3
the step of evaluate if the implemented actives
that the appraisal team will assess by
actives solve correctly the weaknesses of the company.
5.2.2. Institutionalize a Managed Process
The organization needs to institutionalize a process as a managed process.
 (5.2.2. Institutionalize a Managed Process) includes the following practices:
5.2.2.1. Establish an Organizational Policy
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain an organizational policy for planning and 
performing the decision analysis and 
This policy establishes organizational expectations for selectively analyze possible decisions by using 
a formal evaluation process that evaluates the alternatives by established criteria.
5.2.2.2. Plan the Process 
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain the plan for performing the decision analysis and 
resolution process.  
5.2.2.3. Provide Resources 
The aim of this practice is to provide the adequate resources for perform the decision analysis and 
resolution process, developing the work products and providing the services of the process.
As the process is not already executed and consequently, data cannot be collected in the event log 
form, the usage of Process Mining cannot help to this practice.
5.2.2.4. Assign Responsibility 
The aim of this practice is to assign responsibility and authority for performing the process, 
developing the work products, and providing the services of the decision analysis and resolution 
process. 
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5.2.2.5. Train People 
The aim of this practice is train the people performing or supporting the decision analysis and 
resolution process. This specific training is based on how to decide which alternative is better and to 
train the people with the methods for evaluate the alternatives.
5.2.2.6. Manage Configurations
The aim of this practice is to place designated work products of the present process area under the 
appropriate levels of control.  
5.2.2.7. Identify and Involve Relevant Stakeholders
The aim of this practice is to identify and involve the rele
and resolution process as planned.
5.2.2.8. Monitor and Control the Process
The aim of this practice is to monitor and control the Organizational Process Focus process against 
the plan for performing the process a
product and measures used on this practice are the schedule for deployment an organizational 
process asset or the percentage of projects that are using the current organization
processes (Software Quality Assurance, 2011).
Differently from the previously practices, the practice ‘Monitor and Control the Process’ is related 
with the process execution. 
According with (Baumert and McWhinney, 1992; SCAMPI Upgrade Team, 2011; Trinity
the sub-practices that the appraisals will need to do on this 
1. Evaluate actual progress and performance against the plan for performing the process.
evaluations are of the process 
services. Data needed in this case is related on the sequence of cases, which of them are complete 
and which are still opened and, is also important to take care of the fact if the performance of the 
process is the expected one or not.
These data is provided by a basic overview of a process (for example, a log inspection in Process 
Mining), the Control-Flow perspective (process model discovery and conformance checking) and the 
Performance perspective (throughput time calc
be also performed on a filtered set of cases based on case attributes (for example, calculating 
separately throughput time for cases with high, medium and low priority respectively).
2. Review accomplishments and results of the process against the plan for performing the process.
Data needed on this step for knowing how the organization is implementing the actives, is number 
of completed cases and still opened cases and the timestamps of start and end eve
These data is provided by Control
and also, LTL checking) also giving extra information like if the task originators are the expected 
ones. 
3. Review activities, status, and results of th
responsible for the process and identify issues.
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immediate level of management 
the day-to-day monitoring and controlling of the process. 
These data is provided by an overview of the process like a log inspection in Process Mining and the 
usage of the four perspectives depending on the problem that the appraisals wants to look for.
4. Identify and evaluate the effects of significant deviations from the plan for performing the 
process. Data needed is sequence of the cases and tasks and number of completed and opened 
tasks. 
This concept is provided by Process Mining with the usage of Control
checking) 
5. Identify problems in the plan for performing the process and in the execution of the process
knowing if the improvements were well identified and well implemented
categorization of cases based on their
These data is provided by Performance perspective by the usage of throughput time calculation and 
bottleneck analysis and performance sequence analysis.
6. Take corrective action when requirements and objective
identified, or when progress differs significantly from the plan for performing the process.
These corrective actions include remedial actions to repair defective work products or changes on 
the plan including adjusts on the resources.
5.2.2.9. Objectively Evaluate Adherence
The aim of this practice is to objectively evaluate adherence of the organizational process focus 
process against its process description, standards and procedures.
Data needed for evaluate how are working the implemented plans of actions and the organizational 
actives, is how the actual process is working, which cases are completed and which are still opened, 
which pattern are following the cases, which are the real tasks originators.
For knowing how every decision implemented on the process, there is Case perspective (decision 
mining) that specially focuses on this topic discovering how data influences to the pattern of the 
process. Other perspectives of Process Mining focuses on the other conc
paragraph providing data needed. Examples are Organizational perspective (Social Network analysis) 
and Control-Flow perspective (Conformance checking and LTL checking).
5.2.2.10. Review Status with Higher Level Management
The aim of this practice is to review the activities, status and results of the organizational process 
focus process with higher level management and resolve issues for provide visibility into the process.
The aim of Process Mining by their four perspectives is
Consequently, by having a look on the log inspection, the appraisal team can se
process, how are working the implementations that the organizations did in the process and if these 
implementations are generating some problems that can be solved by modifying the 
implementations. 
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5.2.3. Institutionalize a Defined Process
The aim of this generic practice is to establish and institutionalize a defined process for the process 
area Organizational Process Focus with the aim of using it for future improvements.
 (5.2.3. Institutionalize a Defined Process) includes the following practices:
5.2.3.1. Establish a Defined Process
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain the description of a defined
process focus process. For reach this goal, the organization need to clarify properly all the steps 
followed, well document the planned improvements and the organizational 
done on this process area. 
Process Mining cannot help on this practice.
5.2.3.2. Collect Improvement Information
The aim of this practice is to collect work products, measures and improvement information derived 
from planning and performing the organizational process focus process to support the future 
and improvement of the organization’s processes. After collecting this information, all these 
concepts need to be well documented for their inclusion in the organization’s process asset library 
and for the aim that the organization can know which the f
Examples of work products that this practice provides are, for example: used criteria for select 
process improvements or actives, the situation on a calendar of the improvement activities, among 
others.  
Normally this data collection is done by using the tools 
that varies respecting on the class of assessment that the company is coming
Mining can be a helpful tool for collecting the measures of these practices and support the decisions 
about the future of the organization processes.
5.2.4. Institutionalize a 
The aim of this generic practice 
paying attention to the performance of the process for assuring the best quality.
(5.2.4. Institutionalize a Quantitatively Managed
5.2.4.1. Establish Quantitative Objectives for the Process
The aim of this practice is to establish and maintain quantitative objectives for the configuration 
management process, which address quality and process performance, based on customer needs 
and business objectives. 
Process Mining cannot help to establish these kinds of objectives.
5.2.4.2. Stabilize Sub process Performance
The aim of this practice is to stabilize the performance of one or more sub
the ability of configuration manage
process performance objectives.
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Data needed in this practice is the timestamps of start and end of the events, the maxim throughput 
time and which are the resources of limited capacity.
These data is provided by the Performance Perspective of Process Mining (Performance 
perspective). Also, Case perspective can provide interesting information about how data attributes 
affects to the routing of the process and, consequently, their performance pr
5.2.5. Institutionalize an 
Finally, the goal of the last generic practice is to institutionalize the process in an optimized way, 
identifying the defects and correct in concordance.
(5.2.5. Institutionalize an Optimizing 
5.2.5.1. Ensure Continuous Process Improvement
This concept means the continuous improvement of the decision analysis and resolution process in 
fulfilling the relevant business objectives of the organization.
For coming up with this procedure, the organization in conjunction with the appraisal team needs to 
know perfectly how the process is going on for discovering if any implemented active can be 
improved because is not working on the expected way.
These data is provided by a log 
Process Mining and Analysis’, the own aim of Process Mining is to discover and understand how the 
process is working. Consequently, by their application, the 
the possible improvements that the organization can apply for continues with their process of 
maturity. 
5.2.5.2. Correct Root Causes of Problems
The aim of the last practice is to identify the root causes of defects and other problems that are 
inside the decision analysis and resolution process and correct them for the improvement.
Similarly to the previous practice ‘Ensure Continuous Process Improvement’, data needed for this 
practice is know perfectly how the processes are evolving, how the implant
working and if there are problems or the weak points for, in consequence, improve them as much as 
possible. 
If these problems are related with the performance of the process, Performance perspective 
(throughput time calculation and bott
points. But, these problems cannot be related only with the topic of the performance. In this case, 
depending on the problem, it can be useful the usage of the others Process Mining’s perspectives. 
For knowing which points are the ones that every Process Mining’s perspectives refers, take a look 
on ‘Chapter 3. Process Mining and Analysis
5.3. Summary Table 
After presenting all the matches that the user 
process of CMMI Assessment for
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present a summary table for make clear and synthesize all the presented relation between both 
concepts. 
Generic Practices Relation with Process Mining
Achieve Specific Goals Process Mining can help 
working correctly and they solve the weaknesses of the organization.
Institutionalize a 
Managed Process 
Process Mining can help on the sub 
execution by supporting the monitor, the control and the evaluation of 
the process procedures and 
Institutionalize a 
Defined Process 
Process Mining can provide which the possible improvements of the 
process 
future of the organization’s processes.
Institutionalize a 
Quantitatively 
Managed Process 
Process Mining can provide information about the performance of the 
implanted 
Institutionalize an 
Optimized Process 
Process Mining can 
the possible improvements of the implanted processes and also, discover 
where are the roots of these weak points
 
6. Summary of the Chapter
Continuing with the relations between Process Mining and CMMI Assessments, on the present 
Chapter, we developed deeply these relations.
On the previous ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment’, we found the 
matches and mismatches between both studied tools, assuring that the application of Process 
Mining can be used for improve the actual way for assessing CMMI Model. 
But those matches, also being concrete, were not applicable on the assessment of the concrete 
process areas inside every maturity level of the CMMI Model, the areas that the appraisal team 
needs to evaluate for ensuring that the organization is well implementing the maturity level. 
Consequently, on the section ‘2. Standard Methodology for finding m
Areas and the tool of Process Mining’ of the present Chapter, we developed a standard methodology 
that the user can follow for identify the matches between the assessment of particular process areas 
and Process Mining. 
After realizing on section ‘3. Definition of terms as defined in CMMI and SCAMPI documents’, an 
explanation of several technical words that were used 
Decision Analysis and Resolution’ and on section ‘5. Organizational Proce
previous methodology for the assessment of two concrete process areas of the CMMI Model. The 
two process areas were selected because of their different characteristics.
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The followed strategy for both process areas was the same, af
‘Chapter 4. CMMI Description’ which is their function and discovering which are the usual tools for 
coming up with the specific processes inside
and Relation with Process Mining’, we dis
Process Mining for assess the particular
only be a help when the process is related with process execution. For clarify the matc
sub-sections ‘Summary table’, we also created a table with the matches between Process Mining 
and the concrete generic practices that the appraisal team needs to assess of every single process 
area. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Future Research
The present Master Thesis is based on the idea to improve the actual way for assessing CMMI by the 
usage of the tool of Process Mining. This to
companies are really working so it is not rare to think that maybe could be useful for helping CMMI 
Assessment.  
For arriving to the conclusions, we studied in
and how is working the standard for coming up with this procedure, the standard SCAMPI. On the 
other hand, we also studied what is Process Mining exactly and which can be the possible usages.
Once studied both concepts, on ‘Chapter 
Assessment’, we tried to find where are the matches between both concepts by studying which tools 
are needed in every step of CMMI Assessment and knowing if there is any connection with the tools 
or the aims that also Process Mining uses.
But the concept of matching Process Mi
abstract, with this aim, on ‘Chapter
concrete process areas’, we developed a concrete methodology for finding matches between 
Process Mining and the assessment of concrete process areas of CMMI. This methodology is based 
on the generic questions that need
process area is correctly implemented. For ensuring that the developed methodology wor
correctly, we applied on two different process areas of CMMI: ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’ and 
‘Organizational Process Focus’, both from maturity level 3.
1. Comments to the results
The first thing that we discovered is that the tool of Process Minin
the actual way for assessing CMMI, but also could be a helpfully tool for helping to collect data. With 
the usage of event logs since the beginning, the companies can see in the moment how is every new 
implementation working, if the results are the expected or not. This idea is based on the concept 
that the quality of the process affects the quality of the product. Consequently, with the usage of 
Process Mining, the own process of CMMI Assessment can improve. On the present 
develop which were the conclusions extracted from the present Master Thesis and how and where 
Process Mining can help to improve CMMI Assessment.
On ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment
Mining, without being a remedy for all the diseases, can help to improve
assessing CMMI, the SCAMPI methodology. On that Chapter, we saw that there are some weak point 
that, with the usage of Process Mining, can reduce the uncertai
points are specially related with the way of data collection and the tools that are used nowadays for 
coming up with the assessment. 
Also, on the chapter mentioned on previous paragraph,
several companies the usage of data records and several information systems that can be helpful for 
implementing Process Mining and their way of data collection, the event logs, without a lot of 
problems. 
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Finally, on ‘Chapter 6. Tools of Process M
that some problems that appears on the organization after the implantation of CMMI can decrease 
by the usage of Process Mining because some of them are related with non
completely solved performance problems.
But the problem of trying to implement Process Mining on the standard of evaluation SCAMPI for 
improve it is that the user cannot find a concrete methodology for discovering more points where 
the Process Mining can be useful. 
supporting CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas’
discover where Process Mining can help the assessment of CMMI
showing that the methodology works, we applied on the process areas ‘Decision Analysis and 
Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’. 
On ‘Chapter 7. Tools of Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas’
we showed that Process Mining can only be helpful on those processes related with Process 
Execution, when data is already collected.
Under the assumption that data collection by the usage of event logs is available and discovering 
which data is needed in every step described of the 
implementation of Process Mining is possible and can be really useful in several concrete weak 
points developed but that will not be a panacea that will solve all the weak points that can be 
identified nowadays on SCAMPI.
As it is said in the Introduction of ‘Conclusions’, we only applied this methodology on two concrete 
process areas: ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’, both from 
maturity level 3. The reason for choosing these process a
general process areas (that are listed on ‘Chapter
‘Organizational Process Focus’ is implement actives on the
correctly or not. A first view to this concept shows that can be related with Process Mining and, 
consequently, the possible implementation of it can be an interesting topic to study. On the other 
hand, the process area ‘Decision Analysis and Resolution’ is based on the analy
that the organization can follow for their improvement. This idea has not a clear matching as 
‘Organizational Process Focus’ with Process Mining and, consequently, the finding or not of possible 
connections is also interesting becau
supporting CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas’
Process Mining can help for the improvement of the assessment of ‘Decision Analysis and 
Resolution’. 
On the other hand, on the present Master Thesis, we discovered the idea that Process Mining 
cannot only be helpful for improve the way for assess CMMI, but also can be helpful for improve the 
actual implementation of the CMMI Model on the companies. This topi
of the present Master Thesis and, consequently, we didn’t develop it. But, as we will say on the 
following section ‘Future Research’, it can be an interesting topic to study.
2. Future Research 
The present research arrived to the e
improve CMMI Assessment and,
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supporting CMMI Assessment’ 
Assessment of concrete process areas’ for
Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’, we can conclude, as it is said on the previous section, 
that Process Mining can improve the way for assessing
For ensuring that Process Mining can help on the assessment of concrete process areas, future 
research could focus on this step and implement the methodology described on 
Process Mining for supporting CMMI Assessment of concrete process areas’
area of the different maturity levels of CMMI and see, in consequence, if this methodology can be an 
standard for all the process areas of all the maturity levels of CMMI or needs of several changes or 
developments. 
On the other hand and focusing on a topic not developed on the present Master Thesis, we 
observed that out of using Process Mining for improve the assessment of CMMI, Process Mining 
could be also helpful for improve the own implementation of CMMI Model on the companies. 
Without being the goal of the Master Thesis, once developing the process areas ‘Decision Analysis 
and Resolution’ and ‘Organizational Process Focus’, we observed possible connections where 
Process Mining can help to improve the actual way of implementing CMMI Mod
organizations, especially on the fact that the organizations can see clearly if they are well 
implementing their improvements or not. Without ensuring, we think that the development of this 
direction can be successful. 
Finally, another way of research could be the implementation of Process Mining for improving or 
helping other process improvement methodologies studying both how can Process Mining help their 
assessment or, as it is said on the previous paragraph, how can Process Mining can help to 
implementation of these models. Examples of process improvements methodologies that can be 
studied are: Six Sigma or Kaizen Method.
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